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Optogenetics (from Greek optikós, meaning 'seen, visible') is a biological technique that involves the 
use of light to control cells in living tissue, typically neurons, that have been genetically modified 
to express light-sensitive ion channels. It is a neuromodulation method that uses a combination of 
techniques from optics and genetics to control and monitor the activities of individual neurons in living 
tissue—even within freely-moving animals—and to precisely measure these manipulation effects in 
real-time.[1] The key reagents used in optogenetics are light-sensitive proteins. Neuronal control is 
achieved using optogenetic actuators like channelrhodopsin, halorhodopsin, and archaerhodopsin, 
while optical recording of neuronal activities can be made with the help of optogenetic sensors for 
calcium (GCaMP), vesicular release (synapto-pHluorin), neurotransmitter (GluSnFRs), or membrane 
voltage (arc lightning, ASAP1).[2][3] Control (or recording) of activity is restricted to genetically defined 
neurons and performed in a spatiotemporal-specific manner by light. 

In 2010, optogenetics was chosen as the "Method of the Year" across all fields of science and 
engineering by the interdisciplinary research journal Nature Methods.[4] At the same time, optogenetics 
was highlighted in the article on "Breakthroughs of the Decade" in the academic research 
journal Science.[5] These journals also referenced recent public-access general-interest video Method of 
the year video and textual SciAm summaries of optogenetics. 

History 
The "far-fetched" possibility of using light for selectively controlling precise neural activity (action 
potential) patterns within subtypes of cells in the brain was thought of by Francis Crick in his Kuffler 
Lectures at the University of California in San Diego in 1999.[6] An earlier use of light to activate neurons 
was carried out by Richard Fork,[7] who demonstrated laser activation of neurons within intact tissue, 
although not in a genetically-targeted manner. The earliest genetically targeted method that used light 
to control rhodopsin-sensitized neurons was reported in January 2002, by Boris Zemelman and Gero 
Miesenböck, who employed Drosophila rhodopsin cultured mammalian neurons.[8] In 
2003, Zemelman and Miesenböck developed a second method for light-dependent activation of 
neurons in which single inotropic channels TRPV1, TRPM8 and P2X2 were gated by photocaged 
ligands in response to light.[9] Beginning in 2004, the Kramer and Isacoff groups developed organic 
photoswitches or "reversibly caged" compounds in collaboration with the Trauner group that could 
interact with genetically introduced ion channels.[10][11] TRPV1 methodology, albeit without the 
illumination trigger, was subsequently used by several laboratories to alter feeding, locomotion and 
behavioral resilience in laboratory animals.[12][13][14] However, light-based approaches for altering neuronal 
activity were not applied outside the original laboratories, likely because the easier to employ 
channelrhodopsin was cloned soon thereafter.[15] 

Peter Hegemann, studying the light response of green algae at the University of Regensburg, had 
discovered photocurrents that were too fast to be explained by the classic g-protein-coupled animal 
rhodopsins.[16] Teaming up with the electrophysiologist Georg Nagel at the Max Planck Institute in 
Frankfurt, they could demonstrate that a single gene from the alga Chlamydomonas produced large 
photocurents when expressed in the oocyte of a frog.[17] To identify expressing cells, they replaced the 
cytoplasmic tail of the algal protein with the fluorescent protein YFP, generating the first generally 
applicable optogenetic tool.[15] 
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Zhuo-Hua Pan of Wayne State University, researching on restore sight to blindness, thought about 
using channelrhodopsin when it came out in late 2003. By February 2004, he was trying 
channelrhodopsin out in ganglion cells—the neurons in our eyes that connect directly to the brain—that 
he had cultured in a dish. Indeed, the transfected neurons became electrically active in response to 
light. In 2005, Zhuo-Hua Pan reported successful in-vivo transfection of channelrhodopsin in retinal 
ganglion cells of mice, and electrical responses to photostimulation in retinal slice culture[18] 

In April 2005, Susana Lima and Miesenböck reported the first use of genetically-targeted 
P2X2 photostimulation to control the behaviour of an animal.[19] They showed that photostimulation of 
genetically circumscribed groups of neurons, such as those of the dopaminergic system, elicited 
characteristic behavioural changes in fruit flies. 

In August 2005, Karl Deisseroth's laboratory in the Bioengineering Department at Stanford including 
graduate students Ed Boyden and Feng Zhang published the first demonstration of a single-component 
optogenetic system in cultured mammalian neurons,[20] using the channelrhodopsin-2(H134R)-eYFP 
construct from Nagel and Hegemann.[15] 

In October 2005, Lynn Landmesser and Stefan Herlitze also published the use of channelrohodpsin-2 
to control neuronal activity in cultured hippocampal neurons and chicken spinal cord circuits in intact 
developing embryos[21]. In addition, they introduced for the first time vertebrate rhodopsin, a light-
activated G protein coupled receptor, as a tool to inhibit neuronal activity via the recruitment of 
intracellular signaling pathways also in hippocampal neurons and the intact developing chicken 
embryo[21]. 

The groups of Gottschalk and Nagel were first to use channelrhodopsin-2 for controlling neuronal 
activity in an intact animal, showing that motor patterns in the roundworm Caenorhabditis elegans could 
be evoked by light stimulation of genetically selected neural circuits (published in December 2005).[22] In 
mice, controlled expression of optogenetic tools is often achieved with cell-type-specific Cre/loxP 
methods developed for neuroscience by Joe Z. Tsien back in the 1990s[23] to activate or inhibit specific 
brain regions and cell-types in vivo.[24] 

The primary tools for optogenetic recordings have been genetically encoded calcium indicators 
(GECIs). The first GECI to be used to image activity in an animal was cameleon, designed by Atsushi 
Miyawaki, Roger Tsien and coworkers.[25] Cameleon was first used successfully in an animal by Rex 
Kerr, William Schafer and coworkers to record from neurons and muscle cells of the nematode C. 
elegans.[26] Cameleon was subsequently used to record neural activity in flies[27] and zebrafish.[28] In 
mammals, the first GECI to be used in vivo was GCaMP,[29] first developed by Nakai and 
coworkers.[30] GCaMP has undergone numerous improvements, and GCaMP6[31] in particular has 
become widely used throughout neuroscience. 

In 2010, Karl Deisseroth at Stanford University was awarded the inaugural HFSP Nakasone Award "for 
his pioneering work on the development of optogenetic methods for studying the function of neuronal 
networks underlying behavior". In 2012, Gero Miesenböck was awarded the InBev-Baillet Latour 
International Health Prize for "pioneering optogenetic approaches to manipulate neuronal activity and to 
control animal behaviour." In 2013, Ernst Bamberg, Ed Boyden, Karl Deisseroth, Peter Hegemann, 
Gero Miesenböck and Georg Nagel were awarded The Brain Prize for "their invention and refinement of 
optogenetics."[32][33] Karl Deisseroth was awarded the Else Kröner Fresenius Research Prize 2017 (4 
million euro) for his "contributions to the understanding of the biological basis of psychiatric disorders". 
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Description 

 

Fig 1. Channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) induces temporally precise blue light-driven activity in rat prelimbic prefrontal 

cortical neurons. a) In vitro schematic (left) showing blue light delivery and whole-cell patch-clamp recording of 

light-evoked activity from a fluorescent CaMKllα::ChR2-EYFP expressing pyramidal neuron (right) in an acute 

brain slice. b) In vivo schematic (left) showing blue light (473 nm) delivery and single-unit recording. (bottom left) 

Coronal brain slice showing expression of CaMKllα::ChR2-EYFP in the prelimbic region. Light blue arrow shows 

tip of the optical fiber; black arrow shows tip of the recording electrode (left). White bar, 100 µm. (bottom right) In 

vivo light recording of prefrontal cortical neuron in a transduced CaMKllα::ChR2-EYFP rat showing light-evoked 

spiking to 20 Hz delivery of blue light pulses (right). Inset, representative light-evoked single-unit response.[34] 
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Fig 2. Halorhodopsin (NpHR) rapidly and reversibly silences spontaneous activity in vivo in rat prelimbic prefrontal 

cortex. (Top left) Schematic showing in vivo green (532 nm) light delivery and single- unit recording of a 

spontaneously active CaMKllα::eNpHR3.0- EYFP expressing pyramidal neuron. (Right) Example trace showing 

that continuous 532 nm illumination inhibits single-unit activity in vivo. Inset, representative single unit event; 

Green bar, 10 seconds.[34] 

A nematode expressing the light-sensitive ion channel Mac. Mac is a proton pump originally isolated in the 

fungus Leptosphaeria maculans and now expressed in the muscle cells of C. elegans that opens in response to 

green light and causes hyperpolarizing inhibition. Of note is the extension in body length that the worm undergoes 

each time it is exposed to green light, which is presumably caused by Mac's muscle-relaxant effects.[35] 

A nematode expressing ChR2 in its gubernacular-oblique muscle group responding to stimulation by blue light. 

Blue light stimulation causes the gubernacular-oblique muscles to repeatedly contract, causing repetitive thrusts of 

the spicule, as would be seen naturally during copulation.[36] 

Optogenetics provides millisecond-scale temporal precision which allows the experimenter to keep 
pace with fast biological information processing (for example, in probing the causal role of 
specific action potential patterns in defined neurons). Indeed, to probe the neural code, optogenetics by 
definition must operate on the millisecond timescale to allow addition or deletion of precise activity 
patterns within specific cells in the brains of intact animals, including mammals (see Figure 1). By 
comparison, the temporal precision of traditional genetic manipulations (employed to probe the causal 
role of specific genes within cells, via "loss-of-function" or "gain of function" changes in these genes) is 
rather slow, from hours or days to months. It is important to also have fast readouts in optogenetics that 
can keep pace with the optical control. This can be done with electrical recordings ("optrodes") or with 
reporter proteins that are biosensors, where scientists have fused fluorescent proteins to detector 
proteins. An example of this is voltage-sensitive fluorescent protein (VSFP2).[37] Additionally, beyond its 
scientific impact optogenetics represents an important case study in the value of both ecological 
conservation (as many of the key tools of optogenetics arise from microbial organisms occupying 
specialized environmental niches), and in the importance of pure basic science as these opsins were 
studied over decades for their own sake by biophysicists and microbiologists, without involving 
consideration of their potential value in delivering insights into neuroscience and neuropsychiatric 
disease.[38] 

Light-activated proteins: channels, pumps and enzymes 

The hallmark of optogenetics therefore is introduction of fast light-activated channels, pumps, and 
enzymes that allow temporally precise manipulation of electrical and biochemical events while 
maintaining cell-type resolution through the use of specific targeting mechanisms. Among the microbial 
opsins which can be used to investigate the function of neural systems are 
the channelrhodopsins (ChR2, ChR1, VChR1, and SFOs) to excite neurons and anion-conducting 
channelrhodopsins for light-induced inhibition. Indirectly light-controlled potassium channels have 
recently been engineered to prevent action potential generation in neurons during blue light 
illumination.[39][40] Light-driven ion pumps are also used to inhibit neuronal activity, 
e.g. halorhodopsin (NpHR),[41] enhanced halorhodopsins (eNpHR2.0 and eNpHR3.0, see Figure 
2),[42] archaerhodopsin (Arch), fungal opsins (Mac) and enhanced bacteriorhodopsin (eBR).[43] 

Optogenetic control of well-defined biochemical events within behaving mammals is now also possible. 
Building on prior work fusing vertebrate opsins to specific G-protein coupled receptors[44] a family 
of chimeric single-component optogenetic tools was created that allowed researchers to manipulate 
within behaving mammals the concentration of defined intracellular messengers such as cAMP and IP3 
in targeted cells.[45] Other biochemical approaches to optogenetics (crucially, with tools that displayed 
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low activity in the dark) followed soon thereafter, when optical control over small GTPases and adenylyl 
cyclases was achieved in cultured cells using novel strategies from several different 
laboratories.[46][47][48][49][50] This emerging repertoire of optogenetic probes now allows cell-type-specific and 
temporally precise control of multiple axes of cellular function within intact animals.[51] 

Hardware for light application 

Another necessary factor is hardware (e.g. integrated fiberoptic and solid-state light sources) to allow 
specific cell types, even deep within the brain, to be controlled in freely behaving animals. Most 
commonly, the latter is now achieved using the fiberoptic-coupled diode technology introduced in 
2007,[52][53][54] though to avoid use of implanted electrodes, researchers have engineered ways to inscribe 
a "window" made of zirconia that has been modified to be transparent and implanted in mice skulls, to 
allow optical waves to penetrate more deeply to stimulate or inhibit individual neurons.[55] To stimulate 
superficial brain areas such as the cerebral cortex, optical fibers or LEDs can be directly mounted to the 
skull of the animal. More deeply implanted optical fibers have been used to deliver light to deeper brain 
areas. Complementary to fiber-tethered approaches, completely wireless techniques have been 
developed utilizing wirelessly delivered power to headborne LEDs for unhindered study of complex 
behaviors in freely behaving organisms.[56] 

Expression of optogenetic actuators 

Optogenetics also necessarily includes the development of genetic targeting strategies such as cell-
specific promoters or other customized conditionally-active viruses, to deliver the light-sensitive probes 
to specific populations of neurons in the brain of living animals (e.g. worms, fruit flies, mice, rats, and 
monkeys). In invertebrates such as worms and fruit flies some amount of all-trans-retinal (ATR) is 
supplemented with food. A key advantage of microbial opsins as noted above is that they are fully 
functional without the addition of exogenous co-factors in vertebrates.[54] 

Technique 

 

Three primary components in the application of optogenetics are as follows (A) Identification or synthesis of a 

light-sensitive protein (opsin) such as channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2), halorhodopsin (NpHR), etc... (B) The design of 

a system to introduce the genetic material containing the opsin into cells for protein expression such as application 

of Cre recombinase or an adeno-associated-virus (C) application of light emitting instruments.[57] 
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The technique of using optogenetics is flexible and adaptable to the experimenter's needs. For starters, 
experimenters genetically engineer a microbial opsin based on the gating properties (rate of excitability, 
refractory period, etc..) required for the experiment. 

There is a challenge in introducing the microbial opsin, an optogenetic actuator, into a specific region of 
the organism in question. A rudimentary approach is to introduce an engineered viral vector that 
contains the optogenetic actuator gene attached to a recognizable promoter such as CAMKIIα. This 
allows for some level of specificity as cells that already contain and can translate the given promoter will 
be infected with the viral vector and hopefully express the optogenetic actuator gene. 

Another approach is the creation of transgenic mice where the optogenetic actuator gene is introduced 
into mice zygotes with a given promoter, most commonly Thy1. Introduction of the optogenetic actuator 
at an early stage allows for a larger genetic code to be incorporated and as a result, increases the 
specificity of cells to be infected. 

A third and rather novel approach that has been developed is creating transgenic mice with Cre 
recombinase, an enzyme that catalyzes recombination between two lox-P sites. Then by introducing an 
engineered viral vector containing the optogenetic actuator gene in between two lox-P sites, only the 
cells containing the Cre recombinase will express the microbial opsin. This last technique has allowed 
for multiple modified optogenetic actuators to be used without the need to create a whole line of 
transgenic animals every time a new microbial opsin is needed. 

After the introduction and expression of the microbial opsin, depending on the type of analysis being 
performed, application of light can be placed at the terminal ends or the main region where the infected 
cells are situated. Light stimulation can be performed with a vast array of instruments from light emitting 
diodes (LEDs) or diode-pumped solid state (DPSS). These light sources are most commonly connected 
to a computer through a fiber optic cable. Recent advances include the advent of wireless head-
mounted devices that also apply LED to targeted areas and as a result give the animal more freedom of 
mobility to reproduce in vivo results.[58][59] 

Issues 
Although already a powerful scientific tool, optogenetics, according to Doug Tischer & Orion D. Weiner 
of the University of California San Francisco, should be regarded as a "first-generation GFP" because 
of its immense potential for both utilization and optimization.[60] With that being said, the current 
approach to optogenetics is limited primarily by its versatility. Even within the field of Neuroscience 
where it is most potent, the technique is less robust on a subcellular level.[61] 

Selective expression 

One of the main problems of optogenetics is that not all the cells in question may express the microbial 
opsin gene at the same level. Thus, even illumination with a defined light intensity will have variable 
effects on individual cells. Optogenetic stimulation of neurons in the brain is even less controlled as the 
light intensity drops exponentially from the light source (e.g. implanted optical fiber). 

Moreover, mathematical modelling shows that selective expression of opsin in specific cell types can 
dramatically alter the dynamical behavior of the neural circuitry. In particular, optogenetic stimulation 
that preferentially targets inhibitory cells can transform the excitability of the neural tissue from Type 1 
— where neurons operate as integrators — to Type 2 where neurons operate as resonators.[62] Type 1 
excitable media sustain propagating waves of activity whereas Type 2 excitable media do not. The 
transformation from one to the other explains how constant optical stimulation of primate motor cortex 
elicits gamma-band (40–80 Hz) oscillations in the manner of a Type 2 excitable medium. Yet those 
same oscillations propagate far into the surrounding tissue in the manner of a Type 1 excitable 
medium.[63] 

Nonetheless, it remains difficult to target opsin to defined subcellular compartments, e.g. the plasma 
membrane, synaptic vesicles, or mitochondria.[61][64] Restricting the opsin to specific regions of the 
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plasma membrane such as dendrites, somata or axon terminals would provide a more robust 
understanding of neuronal circuitry.[61] 

Kinetics and synchronization 

An issue with channelrhodopsin-2 is that its gating properties don't mimic in vivo cation channels of 
cortical neurons. A solution to this issue with a protein's kinetic property is introduction of variants of 
channelrhodopsin-2 with more favorable kinetics.[55][56] 

Another one of the technique's limitations is that light stimulation produces a synchronous activation of 
infected cells and this removes any individual cell properties of activation among the population 
affected. Therefore, it is difficult to understand how the cells in the population affected communicate 
with one another or how their phasic properties of activation may relate to the circuitry being observed. 

Optogenetic activation has been combined with functional magnetic resonance imaging (ofMRI) to 
elucidate the connectome, a thorough map of the brain’s neural connections. The results, however, are 
limited by the general properties of fMRI.[61][65] The readouts from this neuroimaging procedure lack the 
spatial and temporal resolution appropriate for studying the densely packed and rapid-firing neuronal 
circuits.[65] 

Excitation spectrum 

The opsin proteins currently in use have absorption peaks across the visual spectrum, but remain 
considerable sensitivity to blue light.[61] This spectral overlap makes it very difficult to combine opsin 
activation with genetically encoded indictors (GEVIs, GECIs, GluSnFR, synapto-pHluorin), most of 
which need blue light excitation. Opsins with infrared activation would, at a standard irradiance value, 
increase light penetration and augment resolution through reduction of light scattering. 

Additional data indicates that the absorption spectra of organic dyes and fluorescent proteins, used in 
optogenetics applications, extends from around 250 nm to around 600 nm. Particular organic 
compounds used in discrete portions of this range include: retinals, flavins, folates, p-coumaric acids, 
phytochrome chromophotes, cobalamins, and at least six fluorescent proteins including mOrange and 
mCherry.[66] 

Applications 
The field of optogenetics has furthered the fundamental scientific understanding of how specific cell 
types contribute to the function of biological tissues such as neural circuits in vivo (see references from 
the scientific literature below). Moreover, on the clinical side, optogenetics-driven research has led to 
insights into Parkinson's disease[67][68] and other neurological and psychiatric disorders. Indeed, 
optogenetics papers in 2009 have also provided insight into neural codes relevant 
to autism, Schizophrenia, drug abuse, anxiety, and depression.[43][69][70][71] 

Identification of particular neurons and networks 
Amygdala 

Optogenetic approaches have been used to map neural circuits in the amygdala that contribute to fear 
conditioning.[72][73][74][75] One such example of a neural circuit is the connection made from the basolateral 
amygdala to the dorsal-medial prefrontal cortex where neuronal oscillations of 4 Hz have been 
observed in correlation to fear induced freezing behaviors in mice. Transgenic mice were introduced 
with channelrhodoposin-2 attached with a parvalbumin-Cre promoter that selectively infected 
interneurons located both in the basolateral amygdala and the dorsal-medial prefrontal cortex 
responsible for the 4 Hz oscillations. The interneurons were optically stimulated generating a freezing 
behavior and as a result provided evidence that these 4 Hz oscillations may be responsible for the 
basic fear response produced by the neuronal populations along the dorsal-medial prefrontal cortex and 
basolateral amygdala.[76] 
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Olfactory bulb 

Optogenetic activation of olfactory sensory neurons was critical for demonstrating timing in odor 
processing[77] and for mechanism of neuromodulatory mediated olfactory guided behaviors 
(e.g. aggression, mating)[78] In addition, with the aid of optogenetics, evidence has been reproduced to 
show that the "afterimage" of odors is concentrated more centrally around the olfactory bulb rather than 
on the periphery where the olfactory receptor neurons would be located. Transgenic mice infected with 
channel-rhodopsin Thy1-ChR2, were stimulated with a 473 nm laser transcranially positioned over the 
dorsal section of the olfactory bulb. Longer photostimulation of mitral cells in the olfactory bulb led to 
observations of longer lasting neuronal activity in the region after the photostimulation had ceased, 
meaning the olfactory sensory system is able to undergo long term changes and recognize differences 
between old and new odors.[79] 

Nucleus accumbens 

Optogenetics, freely moving mammalian behavior, in vivo electrophysiology, and slice physiology have 
been integrated to probe the cholinergic interneurons of the nucleus accumbens by direct excitation or 
inhibition. Despite representing less than 1% of the total population of accumbal neurons, these 
cholinergic cells are able to control the activity of the dopaminergic terminals that innervate medium 
spiny neurons (MSNs) in the nucleus accumbens.[80] These accumbal MSNs are known to be involved in 
the neural pathway through which cocaine exerts its effects, because decreasing cocaine-induced 
changes in the activity of these neurons has been shown to inhibit cocaine conditioning. The few 
cholinergic neurons present in the nucleus accumbens may prove viable targets for pharmacotherapy in 
the treatment of cocaine dependence[43] 

 

Cages for rat equipped of optogenetics leds commutators which permit in vivo to study animal behavior during 

optogenetics' stimulations. 

Prefrontal cortex 

In vivo and in vitro recordings (by the laboratory of Don Cooper Ph.D.) of individual CAMKII AAV-ChR2 
expressing pyramidal neurons within the prefrontal cortex demonstrated high fidelity action potential 
output with short pulses of blue light at 20 Hz (Figure 1).[34] The same group recorded complete green 
light-induced silencing of spontaneous activity in the same prefrontal cortical neuronal population 
expressing an AAV-NpHR vector (Figure 2).[34] 

 
Motor cortex 

In vivo repeated optogenetic stimulation in healthy animals was able to eventually induce seizures[81]. 
This model has been termed optokindling. 

 

Heart 

Optogenetics was applied on atrial cardiomyocytes to end spiral wave arrhythmias, found to occur 
in atrial fibrillation, with light.[82] This method is still in the development stage. A recent study explored 
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the possibilities of optogenetics as a method to correct for arrythmias and resynchronize cardiac 
pacing. The study introduced channelrhodopsin-2 into cardiomyocytes in ventricular areas of hearts of 
transgenic mice and performed in vitro studies of photostimulation on both open-cavity and closed-
cavity mice. Photostimulation led to increased activation of cells and thus increased ventricular 
contractions resulting in increasing heart rates. In addition, this approach has been applied in cardiac 
resynchronization therapy (CRT) as a new biological pacemaker as a substitute for electrode based-
CRT.[83] Lately, optogenetics has been used in the heart to defibrillate ventricular arrhythmias with local 
epicardial illumination,[84] a generalized whole heart illumination[85] or with customized stimulation 
patterns based on arrhythmogenic mechanisms in order to lower defibrillation energy.[86] 

Spiral ganglion 

Optogenetic stimulation of the spiral ganglion in deaf mice restored auditory activity.[87][88] Optogenetic 
application onto the cochlear region allows for the stimulation or inhibition of the spiral ganglion cells 
(SGN). In addition, due to the characteristics of the resting potentials of SGN's, different variants of the 
protein channelrhodopsin-2 have been employed such as Chronos and CatCh. Chronos and CatCh 
variants are particularly useful in that they have less time spent in their deactivated states, which allow 
for more activity with less bursts of blue light emitted. The result being that the LED producing the light 
would require less energy and the idea of cochlear prosthetics in association with photo-stimulation, 
would be more feasible.[89] 

Brainstem 

Optogenetic stimulation of a modified red-light excitable channelrhodopsin (ReaChR) expressed in 
the facial motor nucleus enabled minimally invasive activation of motoneurons effective in driving 
whisker movements in mice.[90] One novel study employed optogenetics on the Dorsal Raphe 
Nucleus to both activate and inhibit dopaminergic release onto the ventral tegmental area. To produce 
activation transgenic mice were infected with channelrhodopsin-2 with a TH-Cre promoter and to 
produce inhibition the hyperpolarizing opsin NpHR was added onto the TH-Cre promoter. Results 
showed that optically activating dopaminergic neurons led to an increase in social interactions, and their 
inhibition decreased the need to socialize only after a period of isolation.[91] 

Precise temporal control of interventions 

The currently available optogenetic actuators allow for the accurate temporal control of the required 
intervention (i.e. inhibition or excitation of the target neurons) with precision routinely going down to the 
millisecond level. Therefore, experiments can now be devised where the light used for the intervention 
is triggered by a particular element of behavior (to inhibit the behavior), a particular unconditioned 
stimulus (to associate something to that stimulus) or a particular oscillatory event in the brain (to 
inhibit the event). This kind of approach has already been used in several brain regions: 

Hippocampus 

Sharp waves and ripple complexes (SWRs) are distinct high frequency oscillatory events in 
the hippocampus thought to play a role in memory formation and consolidation. These events can be 
readily detected by following the oscillatory cycles of the on-line recorded local field potential. In this 
way the onset of the event can be used as a trigger signal for a light flash that is guided back into the 
hippocampus to inhibit neurons specifically during the SWRs and also to optogenetically inhibit the 
oscillation itself[92] These kinds of "closed-loop" experiments are useful to study SWR complexes and 
their role in memory. 
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Cellular biology/cell signaling pathways 

 

Optogenetic control of cellular forces and induction of mechanotransduction. Pictured cells receive an hour of 

imaging concurrent with blue light that pulses every 60 seconds. This is also indicated when the blue point flashes 

onto the image. The cell relaxes for an hour without light activation and then this cycle repeats again. The square 

inset magnifies the cell's nucleus. 

The optogenetic toolkit has proven pivotal for the field of neuroscience as it allows precise manipulation 
of neuronal excitability. Moreover, this technique has been shown to extend outside neurons to an 
increasing number of proteins and cellular functions.[60] Cellular scale modifications including 
manipulation of contractile forces relevant to cell migration, cell division and wound healing have been 
optogenetically manipulated.[93] The field has not developed to the point where processes crucial to 
cellular and developmental biology and cell signaling including protein localization, post-translational 
modification and GTP loading can be consistently controlled via optogenetics.[60] 

Photosensitive proteins utilized in various cell signaling pathways 

While this extension of optogenetics remains to be further investigated, there are various conceptual 
methodologies that may prove to immediately robust. There is a considerable body of literature outlining 
photosensitive proteins that have been utilized in cell signaling pathways.[60] CRY2, LOV, DRONPA and 
PHYB are photosynthetic proteins involved in inducible protein association whereby activation via light 
can induce/turn off a signaling cascade via recruitment of a signaling domain to its respective 
substrate.[94][95][96][97] LOV and PHYB are photosensitive proteins that engage in homodimerization and/or 
heterodimerization to recruit some DNA-modifying protein, translocate to the site of DNA and alter gene 
expression levels.[98][99][100] CRY2, a protein that inherently clusters when active, has been fused with 
signaling domains and subsequently photoactivated allowing for clustering-based activation.[101] Proteins 
LOV and Dronpa have also been adapted to cell signaling manipulation; exposure to light induces 
conformational changes in the photosensitive protein which can subsequently reveal a previously 
obscured signaling domain and/or activate a protein that was otherwise allosterically 
inhibited.[102][103] LOV has been fused to caspase 3 to produce a construct capable of 
inducing apoptosis upon light stimulation.[104] 

Optogenetic temporal control of signals 

A different set of signaling cascades respond to stimulus timing duration and dynamics.[105] Adaptive 
signaling pathways, for instance, adjust in accordance to the current level of the projected stimulus and 
display activity only when these levels change as opposed to responding to absolute levels of the 
input.[106] Stimulus dynamics also can trigger activity; treating PC12 cells with epidermal growth factor 
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(inducing a transient profile of ERK activity) leads to cellular proliferation whereas introduction of nerve 
growth factor (inducing a sustained profile of ERK activity) is associated with a different cellular decision 
whereby the PC12 cells differentiate into neuron-like cells.[107] This discovery was guided 
pharmacologically but the finding was replicated utilizing optogenetic inputs instead.[108] This ability to 
optogenetically control signals for various time durations is being explored to elucidate various cell 
signaling pathways where there is not a strong enough understanding to utilize either drug/genetic 
manipulation.[60] 
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Optogenetics:  
 

A powerful tool to excite neurons using light is helping 

researchers to map the brain’s connections, and could 

one day be used to treat blindness, pain and epilepsy. 

Dyani Lewis reports. 
 

 

Laser brain: optogenetics lets scientists use light to stimulate specific neurons and see the results. 

JOHN B. CARNETT / GETTY 

Late one night in the summer of 2004, a Stanford PhD student named Ed Boyden flashed a 
pulse of blue light on to a genetically modified rat neuron. To his delight, the neuron fired 
in response. 

“It was one in the morning and it was almost too good to be true,” recalls Boyden, who has 
since launched his own bioengineering lab at MIT. 

His seminal experiment has revolutionised neuroscience. Being able to excite neurons – 
the cells that send and receive signals in the brain – with simple flashes of light has given 
researchers unprecedented control over the brain’s workings. 

The technique – dubbed ‘optogenetics’ – is enabling scientists to tease apart how each of 
the 86 billion-odd neurons stuffed into our skulls makes us tick. Others have more 
practical applications in their sights, hoping to take optogenetics out of the lab and into the 
clinic to treat conditions including blindness, chronic pain and epilepsy. 
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RECOMMENDED 

 

Brain research shines light on how long-term memories are made 

 

BIOLOGY 

Boyden, along with Karl Deisseroth, a fellow grad student who has gone on to run his own 
lab at Stanford, wasn’t the only one to stumble upon the idea of making neurons light-
sensitive. In 1999 Nobel laureate Francis Crick had speculated: “It is conceivable that 
molecular biologists could engineer a particular cell type to be sensitive to light.” 

But other methods developed in the early 2000s were clunky and unreliable. Boyden and 
Deisseroth’s was the first that really worked. 

The normal trigger for neurons to transmit an electrical signal is the opening of ion 
channels in their membranes – molecular gates that allow electrically charged ions to pass 
through. Deisseroth and Boyden doctored their rat neurons to include a light trigger. The 
key component is channelrhodopsin, a light-sensitive protein. When channelrhodopsin is 
zapped by light, it opens the ion channel, and the neuron fires off its electrical signal. 

Channelrhodopsins are naturally found in single-celled algae and microbes. Linking light 
detection to electrical signals enables these microbes to swim towards light. 

Most channelrhodopsins only work in the salty conditions where these organisms live. But 
in 2003, Deisseroth and Boyden got their hands on one from the freshwater green 
alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. 

Neurons are finicky cells to work with, according to Boyden. “You just sort of look at them 
funny and they die,” he says. “Did we know it was going to work? The honest answer is it 
was luck.” 

https://cosmosmagazine.com/biology/brain-research-shines-light-on-how-long-term-memories-are-made
https://cosmosmagazine.com/biology/brain-research-shines-light-on-how-long-term-memories-are-made
https://cosmosmagazine.com/topics/biology
http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/354/1392/2021
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16116447
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/14615590
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/14615590
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https://cosmosmagazine.com/biology/brain-research-shines-light-on-how-long-term-memories-are-made
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When details of the light-excitable neurons were published in 2005, others were dubious 
that the luck would hold. “There was a lot of scepticism,” says Boyden. 

OPTOGENETICS IS EXQUISITE IN ITS PRECISION; RESEARCHERS 

NOW HAVE A TOOL THAT CAN DISSECT OUT INDIVIDUAL 

NEURONS. 

But a handful of labs were soon demonstrating the potential of optogenetics to excite small 
populations of neurons inside live animals. For the first time, researchers could connect 
the dots between specific neurons and the behaviours they control. In 2007, for instance, 
Deisseroth’s lab used optogenetics to wake narcoleptic mice from their slumber with a 
flash of blue delivered by an optic fibre inserted directly into the brain. 

The optogenetics toolkit has also expanded. Researchers have riffed on the winning 
formula that Boyden and Deisseroth first dreamed up, creating ion channels that respond 
to wavelengths from across the rainbow, and versions that switch neurons off as well as on. 

Optogenetics quickly established itself as an essential tool in brain labs around the world. 
In 2010 it was hailed by Nature Methods as Method of the Year, and by Science magazine 
as an Insight of the Decade. The burgeoning field has also yielded a steady crop of awards 
for Deisseroth, Boyden and others involved in developing the revolutionary technique. 

“It's really been huge, and that's why so many labs have adopted it,” says Lucy Palmer, who 
heads up the neural networks lab at the Florey Institute of Neuroscience and Mental 
Health in Melbourne. 

Before optogenetics came along, neuroscientists had only coarse tools for unpicking what 
different regions of the brain do – how they form memories, encode personality traits, and 
control movements and behaviour. Optogenetics is exquisite in its precision; researchers 
now have a tool that can dissect out individual neurons. Light-sensitive channels can be 
targeted to specific populations of neurons that share a unique genetic signature, and these 
cells can be either turned on or off depending on the protein deployed. “We’re able – for 
the first time – to control one brain region,” says Palmer. 

Activating neurons with optogenetics is also whip-fast. And for understanding neural 
networks, speed matters. Whereas drugs alter neural activity for minutes or hours at a 
time, light triggers activity from channelrhodopsin-studded neurons in milliseconds – as 
fast as would occur naturally. This means neurons can be triggered or silenced in real time, 
their function tested and their connections traced. 

Armed with optogenetics, scientists are already making great strides. Decades-old theories 
of how memories form have finally been confirmed, and complex behaviours and emotions 
such as compulsive grooming, fear, depression and the urge to kill have been sparked and 
muted at will. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17943086
https://www.nature.com/nmeth/journal/v8/n1/full/nmeth.f.321.html
http://science.sciencemag.org/content/330/6011/1612.full
http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/nature13294
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23744948
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v513/n7518/full/nature13725.html
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v522/n7556/full/nature14514.html
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cell.2016.12.027
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NEURONS CAN BE TRIGGERED OR SILENCED IN REAL TIME, 

THEIR FUNCTION TESTED AND THEIR CONNECTIONS TRACED. 

Beyond the brain, too, optogenetics is starting to leave its mark. In recent years, 
researchers have moved into cells outside of the nervous system, creating light-sensitive 
muscle cells in the heart and vocal cords. 

While optogenetics continues to pay dividends in the lab, a handful of start-ups are 
developing optogenetic treatments destined for the clinic. It’s a leap that Pankaj Sah, 
director of the Queensland Brain Institute in Brisbane, sees as “inevitable”. In patients 
with epilepsy, for instance, “if you knew which cells were causing the seizures, and then as 
soon as the seizure started you could just silence those cells, you could pretty much stop 
the seizure,” he says. “And you wouldn't have to take drugs every day.” 

But putting optogenetics to work in humans has its challenges. The technique, as it is 
currently used in the lab, is highly invasive. An optogenetic treatment would first require 
gene therapy to deliver the channelrhodopsins to specific brain cells using a virus, and then 
a means of delivering light to those cells. In mice, that’s usually via an optical fibre inserted 
directly into the brain. 

Sah doesn’t see these hurdles as insurmountable, especially given that electrodes are 
already embedded in peoples’ brains to still the tremors of Parkinson’s disease – a 
technique called deep brain stimulation. 

The trailblazing trials for the field are likely to be less invasive, though. Two 
companies, Allergan based in Dublin and Gen-Sight Biologics based in Paris, have 
commenced trials of optogenetics to treat blindness caused by retinitis pigmentosa, a 
condition that destroys the light-sensing cells of the retina. The idea is to work with the 
cells just downstream of the destroyed retinal cells. Known as retinal ganglion cells, they 
are not normally light sensitive but by using a virus to ferry in channelrhodopsin genes, 
they can be made so. Similar trials last year in monkeys restored light sensitivity. 

The treatment isn’t expected to fully restore vision, but could help people to detect enough 
light to get around. 

Meanwhile, others are looking to peripheral neurons to get around the need to penetrate 
the skull with light. One company, for instance, is testing a treatment for chronic pain in 
pigs that prevents neurons from sending pain signals to the brain using a flexible LED skin 
patch to deliver light. 

One hope is that the power of optogenetics to tweak brain circuits could one day transform 
our ability to treat anxiety, depression and schizophrenia. 

But that will have to await teasing out exactly what those circuits are. 

For now, untangling the messy biology of the brain is where the technique’s forte lies. 

https://www.nature.com/nmeth/journal/v7/n11/full/nmeth.1512.html
https://www.nature.com/nmeth/journal/v7/n11/full/nmeth.1512.html
https://www.nature.com/articles/ncomms8153
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02556736
https://www.gensight-biologics.com/2018/01/10/gensight-biologics-receives-mhra-approval-to-initiate-phase-i-ii-pioneer-clinical-trial-of-gs030-gene-therapy-in-retinitis-pigmentosa/
http://www.cell.com/molecular-therapy-family/molecular-therapy/fulltext/S1525-0016(17)30326-X
https://www.nature.com/news/light-controlled-genes-and-neurons-poised-for-clinical-trials-1.19886
https://www.nature.com/news/light-controlled-genes-and-neurons-poised-for-clinical-trials-1.19886
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“I'm a firm believer that what we want to do is to accelerate basic science to understand 
what we’re doing,” says Boyden. 

 

How to treat neurological diseases by 
optogenetics 

 

Author: Isabelle Arnoux Edited by: Vanessa Hübner 

Optogenetics is a recent technique using light to influence the activity of genetically modified cells. In 2005, 
a pioneering study lead by Karl Deisseroth introduced this approach (1) and five years later, the 
interdisciplinary journal Nature Methods rewarded this breakthrough as the “method of the year”. In the 
field of neuroscience, optogenetics has revolutionized the way to map the contribution of individual 
neurons on networks and brain circuitries. Targeted neurons are genetically modified to express light-
sensitive proteins – optogenetics actuators –, which can turn the activity of a specific neuronal population 
either on or off. 

Opsins convert light into electrochemical signals 

The mainly used actuators are opsins, which are classified in three groups: ion channels, pumps and G 
proteins-coupled receptors. Opsins change their shape upon light absorption from a resting state to an 
active/signalling state. They convert light into an electrochemical signal to trigger the modulation of 
intracellular signalling cascades, the opening of pore channels or the activation of pumps. Then, the 
stimulation of ion channels or pumps induces a flux of ions that leads to a depolarization (activation) or a 
hyperpolarisation (inhibition) of the membrane potential of the respective neuron. For example, the 
activation of the blue-light sensitive channelrhodopsin (the most common opsin) increases the neuronal 
activity, whereas the activation of yellow-light sensitive archaerodopsin reduces it. Notably, the change of 
the conformation of the opsins is induced by a specific wavelength of light which depends on the internal 
properties of the opsin 

But, opsins are not physiologically expressed in mammalian cells. Consequently, scientists developed 
strategies to enable their expression in post-mitotic cells. The most popular one is the viral gene transfer, 
which is easily implementable in laboratories and allows fast and robust expression in targeted cells. They 
engineered viruses, mostly lenti- and adeno-viruses, that contain the opsin gene driven by a specific 
promoter. Then, this virus is injected into the region of interest and after an infection period of several 
weeks, the opsin is expressed at the membrane of the targeted neurons in a spatially restricted area. The 
choice of the virus type and the promoter is critical to achieve cell type specificity – a fundamental 
advantage of optogenetics.  For example, while the synapsin promoter induces opsin expression in all types 
of neurons, the CaMKII (calcium/calmodulin dependent protein kinase II) promoter restricts the 
expression to excitatory glutamatergic neurons, one specific type of neurons. In addition, the virus serotype 
modulates the tissue specificity and the efficiency of opsin expression:  adenovirus 1, 2, 5, 8 and 9 are 
commonly used to affect neurons with differential efficacies and spatial extent. 

Optogenetic approaches in neurological diseases 

http://science-union.org/articlelist/2018/4/17/how-to-treat-neurological-diseases-by-optogenetics
http://science-union.org/articlelist/2018/4/17/how-to-treat-neurological-diseases-by-optogenetics
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The specific modulation of neuronal circuit activity through the optogenetic technology holds biomedical 
promise to treat or attenuate disease progression and symptoms. This method has already been used with 
success in animal models of disorders of the nervous system, such as Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s 
disease, spinal cord injuries and retinitis pigmentosa. 

Parkinson’s disease is a neurodegenerative disorder characterized by the loss of dopaminergic neurons in 
the substantia nigra, a structure of the basal ganglia, which is involved in motor control. Consequently, 
major symptoms in Parkinson’s disease are tremor, slowness of movement, rigidity and postural instability. 
Worldwide, 6.5 million people are afflicted with this disease. In 2009 and 2010, two innovating studies 
applied newly developed optogenetic tools in a mouse model of Parkinson’s disease (2) (3). They identified 
dysregulated elements in the primary motor cortex and striatum and showed that their optical stimulation 
reduced motor behavioural deficits. Recently, it has been reported that optical activation or inhibition of 
two distinct groups of neurons located in the external globus pallidus, a structure of the basal ganglia, 
restores movement in a mouse model of Parkinson’s disease (4). Indeed, the optical regulation of specific 
neurons expressing channelrhodopsin (parvalbumin interneurons) or archaerhodopsin (Lhx6 neurons) can 
improve behaviour deficits for several hours by re-balancing the burst firing of neurons in the substantia 
nigra reticulata, a down-stream structure in the basal ganglia circuitry. In addition, for the first time, this 
effect on behaviour persisted for hours and provided the basis for new therapeutic applications, which can 
be more effective than current therapies. 

The use of optogenetics to alleviate symptoms of neurological disorders has also been applied in 
Alzheimer’s disease, another neurodegenerative disorder characterized by amyloid-beta plaques and 
intracellular aggregates of tau protein. The symptoms include dementia, loss of memory, problems with 
language, disorientation and behavioural issues. Currently, 35.6 million of people aged 65 years or more are 
affected by Alzheimer’s disease and this number will double in 2030. Consequently, finding a therapeutic 
treatment to treat Alzheimer’s disease is critical for our ageing society.  The memory deficit, an early 
pathological hallmark, could be due to an ineffective encoding of new information (learning and 
maintaining the information as memory) or a disrupted retrieval of the learned information 
(remembering). In this context, optogenetics has been used to restore memory by stimulating neurons 
located in the dentate gyrus, a region of the hippocampus, which plays a role in learning and memory (5). 
Excitatory opsins expressed by neurons that were previously involved in learning, were then 
optogenetically activated to retrieve the learned information in a mouse model of Alzheimer’s disease. This 
indicates that the memory deficit in early Alzheimer’s disease are deficits in the retrieval of information – 
and that these deficits can be rectified by the stimulation of a group of specific neurons. However, it is still 
unknown whether correcting the deficit in memory will prevent the onset of late symptoms. 

Beyond brain applications, optogenetics could also be used to treat peripheral nervous system disorders: 
As such, spinal cord injuries result in the loss of connection between the brain and the body. Therefore, 
treatments that stimulate nerves could restore some motor functions. For decades, researchers focused on 
molecular treatments aiming to attenuate secondary injuries and to promote axonal regrowth – and so far, 
have proven to be ineffective. Also, functional electric stimulations to activate neuromuscular units showed 
various limitations: non-specificity, electrical current spill over, muscle fatigue and only one lost function 
could be corrected at the time. However, optogenetics could overcome these limitations: First, the novel 
technique allows motoneurons to selectively express opsins in order to stimulate the targeted muscle fibres 
precisely. Second, optogenetics enables the activation and inhibition of different neuronal populations with 
multiple opsins being stimulated by different wavelengths – a condition that is needed for complex 
functions. Third, with optogenetics, muscle fatigue can be avoided by preferentially activating fatigue-
resistant fibres. In 2013, a research group from Stanford performed intramuscular injections of adeno-
viruses driving the expression of channelrhodopsin in a population of peripheral motor neurons to 
innervate the injected muscle (6). To stimulate the nerves, they implanted a light delivery system: a 
biocompatible optical fibre-based nerve cuff that wraps around the targeted nerve in freely moving rats. 
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Notably, the optical stimulation of the nerve elicited muscle activation that is restricted to the targeted 
muscle. This method was applied to treat respiratory insufficiency in a rat model of spinal cord injury (7). 
The optogenetic approach could restore the respiratory motor function by recovering the muscle activity 
even after the ending of the light pulse. In the long term, optogenetics could possibly be applied to control 
locomotion functions, which will greatly improve the quality of a patient’s life. 

Another disease amenable for optogenetic treatment is the retinitis pigmentosa, which is characterized by 
the loss of photoreceptors leading to complete blindness. In this case, optogenetics can be applied to 
restore photosensitivity in bipolar cells of degenerated retinas (8). Indeed, the activation of 
channelrhodopsin-expressing bipolar cells in a mouse model of the disease is sufficient to induce light-
evoked spiking activity in ganglion cells and photo responses are transmitted to the visual cortex. These 
results were also obtained when inner retinal neurons are optogenetically stimulated. In addition, the 
optical activation of bipolar cells drastically increased performance in visual behavioural tasks showing an 
amelioration of vision. 

Optogenetics in humans 

Until now, only few patients affected by retinitis pigmentosa have been enrolled in clinical trials to undergo 
optogenetic therapy. In 2016, the first human test was initialized in Texas and sponsored by a start-up 
called RetroSense Therapeutics. To restore vision, they injected engineered viruses carrying the 
channelrhodopsin gene in the eye of patients to create new photosensors in retinal cells. Upon natural light 
penetration, these cells will generate electrical signals that are then conveyed to the visual cortex. However, 
since opsins only respond to specific wavelengths, natural light might not be bright enough to induce the 
desired activity. Unfortunately, RetroSense Therapeutics has not communicated their results yet and we 
still do not know if the optogenetic therapy was effective. Consequently, some new companies emerged 
developing glasses to improve the vision by optogenetics. Gensight Biologics in Paris designed an external 
wearable medical device in the form of “biomimetic goggles”, containing a camera, a microprocessor and a 
digital micromirror array. These goggles process camera recordings of life scenes into bright pulses of light 
at specific wavelengths to stimulate modified retinal cells. Thus, the retinal activity under normal light 
conditions is mimicked by amplifying light signals. These googles (“GS030”) will be tested in humans in the 
next year. Another company, founded last year in New York and called Bionic Sight also developed a 
technique involving optogenetics and a wearable device. 

It is still unknown what sort of vision is generated from the stimulation of modified retinal cells. Since there 
are diverse types of retinal ganglion cells that are activated by light, colour, contrast and motion, it is likely 
that a lot of research and development will be needed to ultimately target a specific type of retinal cells and 
thus, to re-create the signals flowing to the visual cortex to obtain a correct perception of natural scenes.  

Beyond the treatment of blindness, this first human trial offers promises of potential therapies for treating 
patients suffering from different neurological diseases. Circuit Therapeutics, a company based in California, 
also works on an optogenetic therapy to understand the cause of different neurological diseases, to map 
disease circuitries and to develop new drugs for treatment. 

Optogenetic therapeutical treatment offers many advantages compared to pharmacological and electrical 
treatments, which are commonly used to treat neurological disorders. 

First, in contrast to the unselective treatment on the activity of different cell types of pharmacological and 
electrical approaches, optogenetics allows the targeted regulation of a specific cell population or circuit. 
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Second, optogenetics displays a fast response compared to pharmacological treatments. Optical stimulation 
can affect neuronal activity in a millisecond timescale temporal resolution, whereas drug treatments take 
several minutes before inducing an effect. 

Third, optogenetics could also be safer. While deep brain stimulation requires a risky surgical operation to 
implant the electrodes in the brain and neurostimulators under the skin to trigger current pulses, the 
optogenetic treatment requires gene therapy and the implementation of a light device (externally wearable 
as described for retinitis pigmentosa) but no oscillating electric field that will be pulsed through the body. 

However, optogenetic therapy in humans also exhibits some inconveniences: 

The first obstacle is to achieve a good expression of opsins in the human brains. Indeed, the human immune 
system can react against viral transfection methods used for the delivery of genes encoding light-sensitive 
proteins. The best solution is to proceed the virus injections with adeno-associated viruses or lentiviruses, 
which have low pathogenicity, low immunogenicity, high efficiency, and a long-lasting transgene 
expression. These viruses have already been used in the cortex of primates to express a functional 
channelrhodopsin in neurons and the subsequent histological analysis did not reveal immune reactions or 
cellular abnormalities after months (9). Furthermore, optogenetic stimulation of cortical neurons from two 
monkeys during the execution of a visually guided saccade task induced behavioural and functional changes 
in the neural network. This study not only indicates that opsin expression in primate brains – and due to its 
closeness to the human brain – may be a potentially safe process, but also that optogenetic 
neuromodulation therapy is cell-specific in the long term. Nevertheless, the insertion of light-responsive 
genes into cells includes risks due to the potential of opsin overexpression, phototoxicity and tissue damage 
caused by the repeated optical stimulation. Consequently, more experimental tests are still required. 

Importantly, optogenetic therapy in humans raises ethical concerns. This therapy modifies human gene 
expression in an irreversible way via introduction of non-human DNA and induces an external regulation of 
cell activity and the neural network. This external control of brain activity can lead to governed behaviours 
through motor and psychological actions and imply a third part in the control of human actions and 
decisions. In this context, some limitations must be set to avoid abuses and misuses of this technique in 
humans. 
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First human test of optogenetics highlights its 
clinical potential 

 

RetroSense Therapeutics, a startup based in Ann Arbor, Michigan, will soon begin the first 
clinical trial of an optogenetics-based therapy in humans. 

Optogenetics has caused a revolution in neuroscience research over the last decade or 
so, and now looks set to transform the world of gene therapy too. 

Restoring vision 

In August 2015, the company received FDA approval for human trials of their lead gene 
therapy candidate to treat blindness due to retinitis pigmentosa (RP) and advanced dry 
age-related macular degeneration (advanced dry-AMD). 

In these conditions, the retina’s photoreceptors gradually die off causing a loss of visual 
acuity and the ability to see in low-light environments. This progressive degeneration 
eventually leads to blindness. 

RetroSense’s therapy, RST-001, uses a genetically modified virus that has been 
engineered to contain a gene for a light-sensitive protein from algae (Channelrhodopsin-2 
(ChR2)). 

This virus will be injected into the eye of up to 15 legally blind patients at the Retina 
Foundation of the Southwest in Dallas, Texas, in the hope that ChR2 will become 
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expressed on the retinal cells that it infects. These cells will then be light-sensitive and 
should let the patients see again, although only in blurry black and white. 

Previous studies in animal models suggest that blind mice treated with RST-001 have 
some form of vision restored, but because it is so difficult to assess what the mice are 
seeing, only the results of the clinical trial will reveal how well the therapy works, if at all. 

RetroSense, founded in 2009, was set up to help commercialise research from Zhuo-Hua 
Pan of Wayne State University. To Pan, the eye seemed like the easiest place to use 
optogenetics as a therapeutic tool. No expensive, specialised hardware is required as light 
shines directly on the retina. 

Clinical Potential 

RetroSense is not the only firm looking to develop therapies based on optogenetics. 

Circuit Therapeutics, founded in 2010, wants to begin clinical trials for an optogenetics 
therapy to treat chronic pain. The treatment functions by modifying neurons that sense 
pain so they can be controlled by light. 

Circuit Therapeutics and other companies are also interested in developing optogenetics 
for epilepsy, Parkinson’s disease and other neurological conditions. 

As the technological hurdles preventing the use of optogenetics in humans are overcome 
and optogenetic techniques advance to have more control over neurons, therapies based 
on this breakthrough technology will begin to emerge in the clinic. 
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 Zapping Memory Better in Alzheimer’s 
For Medical Expose’ By Neuroskeptic | August 9, 2010 1:17 pm 

 

F+90m  

Now Toronto neurologists Laxton et al have tried to use deep brain stimulation (DBS) 
to improve memory in people with Alzheimer’s disease. Progressive loss of memory is 
the best-known symptom of this disorder, and while some drugs are available, they 
provide partial relief at best. 

 

This study stems from a chance discovery by the same Toronto group. In 2008, 
they reported that stimulation of the hypothalamus caused vivid memory recollections a 
50 year old man. In that case, the effect was entirely unintended and unexpected. The 
patient was being given DBS to try to curb his appetite (he weighed 420 pounds.) The 
hypothalamus is involved in regulating appetite, not memory – but the fornix, a nerve 
bundle that passes through that area, is. It’s the main pathway connecting the 
hippocampus to the rest of the brain, and the hippocampus is vital for memory 
 
 
 

http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/neuroskeptic/2010/08/09/zapping-memory-better-in-alzheimers/
http://discovermagazine.com/authors?name=Neuroskeptic
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/ana.22089/abstract
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anticholinesterase
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/ana.21295/abstract
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothalamus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fornix_of_brain
http://home.ku.edu.tr/~dyuret/pub/aiwp343/node5.html
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In this new study, Laxton et al implanted electrodes to stimulate the fornix in 6 patients 
with mild (early-stage) Alzheimer’s. What happened? The results, unfortunately, were quite 
messy. On average, the patients symptoms got worse over the course of the year. 

Alzheimer’s is a progressive degenerative disease, so this is what you’d expect to happen 
without treatment. The authors say that the decline was a bit slower than you’d expect in 
these kinds of patients, but to be honest, it’s impossible to tell because there was no 
control group. 

 

However, two patients did show memory improvements, and these were the same two 
who reported vivid recollections when the electrodes were first implanted (similar to the 
original obese guy): 

 

Also, the stimulation caused brain activation, generally switching “on” the areas that are 
turned “off” in Alzheimer’s, and this lasted for a year (the length of the study so far). 
And there were no major side-effects. That’s all good. 

 

Overall, these results are extremely interesting, but we don’t know how well the 
treatment really works, and we won’t know until someone does a randomized controlled 
trial with a longer follow-up period; something which is, unfortunately, true of a lot of 
the latest DBS studies. 

Two of the 6 patients reported stimulation induced experiential phenomena. Patient 2 
reported having the sensation of being in her garden, tending to the plants on a sunny 
day… Patient 4 reported having the memory of being fishing on a boat on a wavy blue 
colored lake with his sons and catching a large green and white fish. On later 
questioning in both patients, these events were autobiographical, had actually occurred 
in the past, and were accurately reported according to the patient’s spouse. 
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Scientists found that neurons in mammalian brains were capable of producing 
photons of light, or “Biophotons”! 

 
The photons, strangely enough, appear within the visible spectrum. They range 
from near- infrared through violet, or between 200 and 1,300 nanometers. 

 
Scientists have an exciting suspicion that our brain’s neurons might be able to 
communicate through light. They suspect that our brain might have optical 
communication channels, but they have no idea what could be communicated. 

 

 

Even more exciting, they claim that if there is an optical communication happening, 
the Biophotons our brains produce might be affected by quantum entanglement, 
meaning there can be a strong link between these photons, our consciousness and 
possibly what many cultures and religions refer to as Spirit. 

 

In a couple of experiments scientist discovered that rat brains can pass just one 
biophoton per neuron a minute, but human brains could convey more than a 
billion biophotons per second. 

 
This raises the question, could it be possible that the more light one can 
produce and communicate between neurons, the more conscious they are? 

Scientists Discover Biophotons In The Brain 

That Could Hint Our Consciousness is 

Directly Linked to Light! 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4267444/
https://arxiv.org/abs/1708.08887
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If there is any correlation between biophotons, light, and consciousness it can have 
strong implications that there is more to light than we are aware of. 

 
Just think for a moment. Many texts and religions dating way back, since the dawn of 
human civilization have reported of saints, ascended beings and enlightened 
individuals having shining circles around their heads. 

 
From Ancient Greece and Ancient Rome, to teachings of Hinduism, Buddhism, 
Islam and Christianity, among many other religions, sacred individuals were 
depicted with a shining circle in the form of a circular glow around their heads. 
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If they were as enlightened as they are described maybe this shining circle was just a 
result of the higher consciousness they operated with, hence a higher frequency and 
production of biophotons. 

 
Maybe these individuals produced higher level of biophotons with stronger 
instensity because of their enlightenment, if there is any correlation between 
biophotons and consciousness. 

 
Even the word enLIGHTenment suggests that this higher consciousness has 
something to do with light. 

 

 

But one of the most exciting implications the discovery that our brains can produce 
light gives, is that maybe our consciousness and spirit are not contained within our 
bodies. This implication is completely overlooked by scientists. 

 
Quantum entanglement says that 2 entangled photons react if one of the photons is 
affected no matter where the other photon is in The Universe without any delay. 

 
Maybe there is a world that exists within light, and no matter where you are in The 
Universe photons can act as portals that enable communication between these 2 
worlds. Maybe our spirit and consciousness communicate with our bodies through 
these biophotons. And the more light we produce the more we awaken and embody the 
wholeness of our consciousness 

 
 

https://www.livescience.com/28550-how-quantum-entanglement-works-infographic.html
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Scientists recover ‘lost’ 
memories using brain 

Stimulation with Blue Light 

 
 
 

MIT researchers have found they were able to reactivate memories in mice that could 
not otherwise be retrieved, using optogenetics — in which proteins are added to 
neurons to allow them to be activated with light. 

 

The breakthrough finding, in a paper published Thursday (May 28) in the journal 
Science, appears to answer a longstanding question in neuroscience regarding 
amnesia. 

 

Damaged or blocked memory? 
 

Neuroscience researchers have for many years debated whether retrograde amnesia — 

which follows traumatic injury, stress, or diseases such as Alzheimer’s — is caused by 
damage to specific brain cells, meaning a memory cannot be stored, or if access to that 
memory is somehow blocked, preventing its recall. 
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The answer, according to Susumu Tonegawa, the Picower Professor in MIT’s Department of 
Biology and director of the RIKEN-MIT Center at the Picower Institute for Learning and 
Memory: “Amnesia is a problem of retrieval impairment.” 

 

Memory researchers have previously speculated that somewhere in the brain 
network is a population of neurons that are activated during the process of 

acquiring a memory, causing enduring physical or chemical changes. 
 

If these groups of neurons are subsequently reactivated by a trigger such as a particular 

sight or smell, for example, the entire memory is recalled. These neurons are known as 
“memory engram cells.” 

Recent studies confirm that light has another important function: it synchronises 
our internal clock – the complex system that coordinates all our bodily functions in 
a 24-hour rhythm. 

 

 

Third photoreceptor in the eye 

The biological effectiveness of light is possible thanks to a third photoreceptor in the eye 

discovered by scientists in 2002. Prior to that, only two types of receptor were known: 

cones for colour vision and more light-sensitive rods, which enable us to see even when 

illuminanceis low. But a few years ago, researchers discovered special ganglion cells in 

the retina that do not have a visual function. They contain a light-sensitive pigment 

called melanopsin and respond very sensitively to the blue content of light. 

From IMUNE medical textbooks : : 
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/THE%20PINEAL%20-%20THIRD%20EYE%20-
%20BIO- CLOCK%20REGULATOR.pdf 

http://en.licht.de/en/info-and-service/lighting-specials/biologically-effective-light/biologically-effective-light-glossary/#c22819
http://en.licht.de/en/info-and-service/lighting-specials/biologically-effective-light/biologically-effective-light-glossary/#c22819
http://en.licht.de/en/info-and-service/lighting-specials/biologically-effective-light/biologically-effective-light-glossary/#c22842
http://en.licht.de/en/info-and-service/lighting-specials/biologically-effective-light/biologically-effective-light-glossary/#c22829
http://en.licht.de/en/lighting-know-how/compact-knowledge/glossary/details-lichtlexikon/illuminance/#c21213
http://en.licht.de/en/info-and-service/lighting-specials/biologically-effective-light/biologically-effective-light-glossary/#c22815
http://en.licht.de/en/info-and-service/lighting-specials/biologically-effective-light/biologically-effective-light-glossary/#c22823
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/THE%20PINEAL%20-%20THIRD%20EYE%20-%20BIO-CLOCK%20REGULATOR.pdf
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/THE%20PINEAL%20-%20THIRD%20EYE%20-%20BIO-CLOCK%20REGULATOR.pdf
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/THE%20PINEAL%20-%20THIRD%20EYE%20-%20BIO-CLOCK%20REGULATOR.pdf
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Blocking, then activating memories with light 
 

Until now, no one has been able to show that these groups of neurons undergo 
enduring chemical changes, in a process known as memory consolidation. One such 

change, known as “long-term potentiation” (LTP), involves the strengthening of 
synapses, the structures that allow groups of neurons to send signals to each other, as a 
result of learning and experience. 

 

To find out if these chemical changes do indeed take place, the researchers first 
identified a group of engram cells in the hippocampus that, when activated using 

optogenetic tools, were able to express a memory. 
 

When they then recorded the activity of this particular group of cells, they found that the 

synapses connecting them had been strengthened. “We were able to demonstrate for the 
first time that these specific cells — a small group of cells in the hippocampus — had 
undergone this augmentation of synaptic strength,” Tonegawa says. 

 

The researchers then attempted to discover what happens to memories without this 
consolidation process. By administering a compound called anisomycin, which blocks 

protein synthesis within neurons, immediately after mice had formed a new memory, 
the researchers were able to prevent the synapses from strengthening. 

 

When they returned one day later and attempted to reactivate the memory using an 
emotional trigger, they could find no trace of it. “So even though the engram cells are 
there, without protein synthesis those cell synapses are not strengthened, and the 
memory is lost,” Tonegawa says. 

 

But startlingly, when the researchers then reactivated the protein synthesis-blocked 
engram cells using optogenetic tools, they found that the mice exhibited all the signs 
of recalling the memory in full. 

 

“If you test memory recall with natural recall triggers in an anisomycin-treated animal, 
it will be amnesiac, you cannot induce memory recall,” Tonegawa says. “But if you go 

directly to the putative engram-bearing cells and activate them with light, you can 
restore the memory, despite the fact that there has been no LTP.” 
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Memories are stored in a circuit of groups of cells in multiple brain areas, not synapses 
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Further studies carried out by Tonegawa’s group demonstrated that memories are 
stored not in synapses strengthened by protein synthesis in individual engram cells, 

but in a circuit, or “pathway” of multiple groups of engram cells and the connections 
between them. 

 

“We are proposing a new concept, in which there is an engram cell ensemble 
pathway, or circuit, for each memory,” he says. “This circuit encompasses multiple 
brain areas and the engram cell ensembles in these areas are connected specifically 
for a particular memory.” 

 

The research dissociates the mechanisms used in memory storage from those of memory 
retrieval, according to Ryan. “The strengthening of engram synapses is crucial for the 

brain’s ability to access or retrieve those specific memories, while the connectivity 
pathways between engram cells allows the encoding and storage of the memory 
information itself,” he says. 

 

Changes in synaptic strength and in spine properties have long been associated with 
learning and memory, according to Alcino Silva, director of the Integrative Center for 
Learning and Memory at the University of California at Los Angeles. 

 

“This groundbreaking paper suggests that these changes may not be as critical for 
memory as once thought, since under certain conditions, it seems to be possible to 
disrupt these changes and still preserve memory,” he says. “Instead, it appears that 

these changes may be needed for memory retrieval, a mysterious process that has so far 
evaded neuroscientists.” 

 
 

 

Abstract of Engram cells retain memory under retrograde amnesia 

 

Memory consolidation is the process by which a newly formed and unstable memory 
transforms into a stable long-term memory. It is unknown whether the process of 

memory consolidation occurs exclusively through the stabilization of memory engrams. 
By using learning-dependent cell labeling, we identified an increase of synaptic strength 
and dendritic spine density specifically in consolidated memory engram cells. Although 
these properties are lacking in engram cells under protein synthesis inhibitor–induced 
amnesia, direct optogenetic activation of these cells results in memory retrieval, and 

this correlates with retained engram cell–specific connectivity. We propose that a 
specific pattern of connectivity of engram cells may be crucial for memory information 
storage and that strengthened synapses in these cells critically contribute to the 
memory retrieval process. 
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Blue light has a dark side 
Harvard Health Letter 

Light at night is bad for your health, and exposure to blue light emitted by electronics and energy-

efficient lightbulbs may be especially so. 

Until the advent of artificial lighting, the sun was the major source of lighting, and people spent their 

evenings in (relative) darkness. Now, in much of the world, evenings are illuminated, and we take our 

easy access to all those lumens pretty much for granted. 

But we may be paying a price for basking in all that light. At night, light throws the body’s biological 

clock—the circadian rhythm—out of whack. Sleep suffers. Worse, research shows that 

it may contribute to the causation of cancer, diabetes, heart disease, and obesity. 

But not all colors of light have the same effect. Blue wavelengths—which are beneficial during 

daylight hours because they boost attention, reaction times, and mood—seem to be the most disruptive 

at night. And the proliferation of electronics with screens, as well as energy-efficient lighting, is 

increasing our exposure to blue wavelengths, especially after sundown. 

Daily rhythms influenced by light 

Everyone has slightly different circadian rhythms, but the average length is 24 and one-quarter hours. 

The circadian rhythm of people who stay up late is slightly longer, while the rhythms of earlier birds 

fall short of 24 hours. Dr. Charles Czeisler of Harvard Medical School showed, in 1981, that daylight 

keeps a person’s internal clock aligned with the environment. 

The health risks 

Study after study has linked working the night shift and exposure to light at night to several types of 

cancer (breast, prostate), diabetes, heart disease, and obesity. It’s not exactly clear why nighttime light 

exposure seems to be so bad for us. But we do know that exposure to light suppresses the secretion of 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1126/science.aaa5542
http://dx.doi.org/10.1126/science.aaa5542
http://dx.doi.org/10.1126/science.aaa5542
http://dx.doi.org/10.1126/science.aaa5542
http://dx.doi.org/10.1126/science.aaa5542
http://newsoffice.mit.edu/2015/optogenetics-find-lost-memories-0528
http://www.health.harvard.edu/newsletters/harvard_health_letter/2012/may
http://www.health.harvard.edu/
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melatonin, a hormone that influences circadian rhythms, and there’s some experimental evidence (it’s 

very preliminary) that lower melatonin levels might explain the association with cancer. 

A Harvard study shed a little bit of light on the possible connection to diabetes and possibly obesity. 

The researchers put 10 people on a schedule that gradually shifted the timing of their circadian 

rhythms. Their blood sugar levels increased, throwing them into a prediabetic state, and levels of 

leptin, a hormone that leaves people feeling full after a meal, went down. 

Even dim light can interfere with a person’s circadian rhythm and melatonin secretion. A mere eight 

lux—a level of brightness exceeded by most table lamps and about twice that of a night light—has an 

effect, notes Stephen Lockley, a Harvard sleep researcher. Light at night is part of the reason so many 

people don’t get enough sleep, says Lockley, and researchers have linked short sleep to increased risk 

for depression, as well as diabetes and cardiovascular problems. 

The power of the blues 

While light of any kind can suppress the secretion of melatonin, blue light does so more powerfully. 

Harvard researchers and their colleagues conducted an experiment comparing the effects of 6.5 hours 

of exposure to blue light to exposure to green light of comparable brightness. The blue light suppressed 

melatonin for about twice as long as the green light and shifted circadian rhythms by twice as much (3 

hours vs. 1.5 hours). 

In another study of blue light, researchers at the University of Toronto compared the melatonin levels 

of people exposed to bright indoor light who were wearing blue-light–blocking goggles to people 

exposed to regular dim light without wearing goggles. The fact that the levels of the hormone were 

about the same in the two groups strengthens the hypothesis that blue light is a potent suppressor of 

melatonin. It also suggests that shift workers and night owls could perhaps protect themselves if they 

wore eyewear that blocks blue light. Inexpensive sunglasses with orange-tinted lenses block blue light, 

but they also block other colors, so they’re not suitable for use indoors at night. Glasses that block out 

only blue light can cost up to $80. 

Less-blue light 

If blue light does have adverse health effects, then environmental concerns, and the quest for energy-

efficient lighting, could be at odds with personal health. Those curlicue compact fluorescent lightbulbs 

and LED lights are much more energy-efficient than the old-fashioned incandescent lightbulbs we 

grew up with. But they also tend to produce more blue light. 

The physics of fluorescent lights can’t be changed, but coatings inside the bulbs can be so they produce 

a warmer, less blue light. LED lights are more efficient than fluorescent lights, but they also produce a 

fair amount of light in the blue spectrum. Richard Hansler, a light researcher at John Carroll University 

in Cleveland, notes that ordinary incandescent lights also produce some blue light, although less than 

most fluorescent lightbulbs. 

What you can do 
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• Use dim red lights for night lights. Red light has the least power to shift circadian rhythm and 

suppress melatonin. 

• Avoid looking at bright screens beginning two to three hours before bed. 

• If you work a night shift or use a lot of electronic devices at night, consider wearing blue-blocking glasses. 

• Expose yourself to lots of bright light during the day, which will boost your ability to sleep at night, as 

well as your mood and alertness during daylight. 

 

 

BLUE-LIGHT BLOCKING GLASSES MAY HELP SLEEP 

AFTER SCREEN TIME 
By cosmin November 28, 2014 

The blue glow from televisions and other screens suppresses natural mechanisms that help us fall asleep at 

night, but blocking just the blue wavelength may restore normal nighttime sleepiness, according to a new 

study. 

Teen boys who used computers and other digital devices while wearing the glasses every evening for a week 

felt markedly more relaxed and sleepy at bedtime than when they just wore clear glasses, Swiss researchers 

found. 

“LED screens are widely-used in smart phones, tablets, computer monitors and TVs,” said study coauthor 

Vivien Bromundt of the Centre for Chronobiology at the Psychiatric Hospital of the University of Basel. 

“The effect of screen light on the circadian physiology is particularly high in devices which are used in close 

distance to our eyes,” Bromundt told Reuters Health by email. “Looking at these screens in the evening can 

keep teenagers awake since it involves light exposure, particularly in the blue-wavelength range to which the 

biological clock and its associated arousal promotion has its greatest sensitivity.” 

Looking at computer screens in bed has been linked to insomnia and to difficulty waking up in the morning in 

previous studies. Light impacts circadian rhythms and sleep-wake cycles, the authors note. 

Teenagers already have a pronounced preference for staying up late, the study team writes in the Journal of 

Adolescent Health. But having to wake up early for school builds up a chronic sleep debt that affects teens’ 

mood and focus. 

Light-emitting diode (LED) screens give off short-wavelength light, which has been shown to block a natural 

evening rise in the hormone melotonin that promotes sleepiness. Exposure to this blue light keeps the brain 

alert and “activated” when it should be slowing down to shift into sleep mode, the researchers say. 

http://www.gunnars.com/author/krazycos/
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For the new study, they used orange-tinted “blue-blocker” glasses that filter out short wavelengths of light in 

the blue portion of the visible spectrum. 

For the new study, they used orange-tinted “blue-blocker” glasses that filter out short wavelengths of light in the blue 

portion of the visible spectrum. 

The researchers recruited 13 healthy boys between ages 15 and 17 and for one week, the teens kept to their regular 

sleep schedule at home but did not go out in the evenings or have caffeine drinks. 

They wore blue-blocker glasses from 6 p.m. until bed time each evening, while keeping diaries of how long they wore 

the glasses and how much time they spent with LED and non-LED screens as well as a sleep-wake log. 

At the end of the week, the participants spent one overnight in the laboratory, sitting for two hours in dim light, 

darkness for half an hour and then three hours in front of a backlit LED computer screen wearing the blue blocker 

glasses. They completed cognitive tests and provided saliva samples. 

Then the participants went to sleep for eight hours, and performed the same cognitive tests and saliva samples upon 

waking in the lab again. 

All participants went through the weeklong study protocol twice, once wearing blue-blocker glasses and once wearing 

clear glasses for comparison. 

The kids reported spending the same number of hours with LED screens with blue-blocker and clear glasses. They 

reported feeling sleepier with the blue blocker glasses, especially toward the end of the evening. 

Based on their saliva samples, kids who wore clear glasses had less melatonin, called the “darkness hormone,” at 

bedtime. Kids who wore the blue blocker glasses had higher melatonin levels from 90 minutes to five minutes before 

sleep. 

The type of glasses did not seem to make a difference on the length or perceived quality of sleep itself. 

The short-wavelength photoreceptors in the eye which respond to blue light act to reset the timing of the internal 

clock, suppress melatonin production, improve alertness and performance, and elevate brain activation, Bromundt 

said. 

“Blue blockers therefore can prevent those light responses which are not helpful in the evening hours when our body 

and mind has to prepare for sleep,” she said. 

But the blue-blocker glasses also blocked a significant amount of light generally, not just blue light, said Mary A. 

Carskadon, who researches associations of sleep regulatory mechanisms with sleep-wake behavior of children, 

adolescents and young adults at Brown University in Providence, Rhode Island. 

“Not only were they blocking blue, but they were also blocking a lot of light so it was dimmer in general,” said 

Carskadon was not involved in the new study. “So it’s hard to detect what really is inducing the effects that they see, 

which were not very large.” 

If it is not the blue light, but the general dimness making a difference, there might be the same effect if kids just turn 

down the brightness on their devices, she said. 
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Kids wearing clear glasses performed better on the cognitive tasks and had faster reaction times than those wearing 

blue blocker glasses. 

“If kids are looking at screens, playing a videogame, they are not going to want to have their performance affected,” 

Carskadon said. 

Although they did not change sleep timing, latency or other measurable aspects of sleep quality after one week of use 

in this study, the blue-blocker glasses did seem to increase sleep readiness for the male teens, Bromundt said. 

The results would likely be the same for female teens as well, she said. 

“More and more suppliers of light therapy devices offer blue-blocker glasses in their range of products, because both 

bright light at the appropriate time of day and darkness or light-blocking devices in the evening and night are applied 

to consolidate our sleep-wake cycle and can therefore improve sleep and well-being,” Bromundt said. 

Brown or yellow tinted glasses may reduce light transmittance also, but do not block as much light in the blue 

wavelength range as orange glasses, she said. 

Having and setting limits on screen time can be as difficult for adults as for kids, Carskadon told Reuters Health. 

“Many adults spend more time than is probably healthy using these devices when they could be and should be 

sleeping,” she said. “Common sense has gone out the window a bit.” 
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RESEARCHERS STUDY ALCOHOL ADDICTION 

USING OPTOGENETICS 
Featured, Open Neuroscience Articles, Psychology 

Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center 

researchers are gaining a better 

understanding of the neurochemical 

basis of addiction with a new technology 

called optogenetics. 

In neuroscience research, optogenetics is a newly developed technology that allows 

researchers to control the activity of specific populations of brain cells, or neurons, 

using light. And it’s all thanks to understanding how tiny green algae, that give pond 

scum its distinctive color, detect and use light to grow. 

The technology enables researchers like Evgeny A. Budygin, Ph.D., assistant 

professor of neurobiology and anatomy at Wake Forest Baptist, to address critical 

questions regarding the role of dopamine in alcohol drinking-related behaviors, using 

a rodent model. 

“With this technique, we’ve basically taken control of specific populations of 

dopamine cells, using light to make them respond – almost like flipping a light 

switch,” said Budygin. “These data provide us with concrete direction about what 

kind of patterns of dopamine cell activation might be most effective to target alcohol 

drinking.” 

http://neurosciencenews.com/neuroscience-topics/featured/
http://neurosciencenews.com/neuroscience-topics/open-neuroscience-articles/
http://neurosciencenews.com/neuroscience-topics/psychology/
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The latest study from Budygin and his team published online in last month’s 

journal Frontiers in Behavioral Neuroscience. Co-author Jeffrey L. Weiner, Ph.D., 

professor of physiology and pharmacology at Wake Forest Baptist, said one of the 

biggest challenges in neuroscience has been to control the activity of brain cells in the 

same way that the brain actually controls them. With optogenetics, neuroscientists can 

turn specific neurons on or off at will, proving that those neurons actually govern 

specific behaviors. 

“We have known for many years what areas of the brain are involved in the 

development of addiction and which neurotransmitters are essential for this process,” 

Weiner said. “We need to know the causal relationship between neurochemical 
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changes in the brain and addictive behaviors, and optogenetics is making that possible 

now.” 

The researchers used cutting-edge molecular techniques to express the light- 

responsive channelrhodopsin protein in a specific population of dopamine cells in the 

brain-reward system of rodents. They then implanted tiny optical fibers into this brain 

region and were able to control the activity of these dopamine cells by flashing a blue 

laser on them. 

“You can place an electrode in the brain and apply an electrical current to mimic the 

way brain cells get excited, but when you do that you’re activating all the cells in that 

area,” Weiner said. “With optogenetics, we were able to selectively control a specific 

population of dopamine cells in a part of the brain-reward system. Using this 

technique, we discovered distinct patterns of dopamine cell activation that seemed to 

be able to disrupt the alcohol-drinking behavior of the rats.” 

Weiner said there is translational value from the study because “it gives us better 

insight into how we might want to use something like deep-brain stimulation to treat 

alcoholism. Doctors are starting to use deep-brain stimulation to treat everything from 

anxiety to depression, and while it works, there is little scientific understanding 

behind it, he said. 

Budygin agreed and said this kind of project wouldn’t be possible without cross 

campus collaboration between neurobiology and anatomy, physiology and 

pharmacology and physics. “Now we are taking the first steps in this direction,” he 

said. “It was impossible before the optogenetic era.” 

Notes about this optogenetics and addiction research 

 
The study was supported by the National Institutes of Health T32 AA007565, 

AA020564, AA021099, AA017531, AA010422, and DA024763. 
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Co-authors include Valentina P. Grinevich, Dominic Gioia, Jon Day-Brown, 

Keith D. Bonin, all of Wake Forest Baptist; Garret D. Stuber of UNC 

Neuroscience Center and Caroline E. Bass of University of Buffalo. 
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Optogenetics and the Eductor 

Edited by Prof of Medicine Desire’ Dubounet 

Abstract :  

The Eductor system has been designed to use optogenetic vibration medicine 

for Super-Learning, Alzheimer’s, Weight Loss, Genetic Stabilization, Vision 

control, ADHD and Mood disorders. Using vibrational images as part of the 

therapy has broadened the systems field of energetic medicine reactions. In 

this article we review the mainstream literature and some more Avant Garde 

works to show the new advances in Energetic Medicine.  

Optogenetics Review:  

Epigenetics refers to functionally relevant modifications of the genome that do 

not involve a change in the nucleotide sequence. Examples of such 

modifications are DNA methylation and histone modifications. Both 

modifications serve to regulate gene expression without altering the 

underlying DNA sequence. The epigenome encodes critical information to 

regulate gene expression. The cellular epigenome is established during 

development and differentiation and maintained during cell division. These 

instructions are different in each cell type; therefore, the epigenome is cell 

type specific. Nutrient availability, life style choices, music, sounds, light  and 

other environmental factors cause changes in the epigenome. Recent research 

suggests the critical contribution of the epigenome to the development of 

complex gene-environmental diseases. 

Ultrasound (Sonic Vibrations past 20k) isn’t just for images anymore. 

Sonogenetics and optogenetic technologies let researchers use focused sound 

waves and light to control genes and entire cells deep in the tissues of living 

animals, without surgery. This means that these high-pitched sounds and 

vibrational light can activate dormant locked up epigenetic genes.  

Growing evidence of the extent of epigenetic influence on the genome has led 

some researchers to argue that much of medical research, and indeed 

mainstream evolutionary theory, places too much importance on genes in 

determining an organism’s characteristics. They think the environment plays a 

much bigger role in their emergence as an organism develops. 
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Another major portion of the non-protein-coding regions of the genome is 

composed of variable-number, randomly repeating sequences known as 

“satellite DNA.” Microbiologist William Brown believes that through specific 

conformational arrangements, satellite DNA interfaces with the so-called 

“morphic field.” Various conformations have specific resonances with the 

morphic field and can tune into different information programs. Since satellite 

DNA is very specific to each person, each of us tunes into a distinct and unique 

morphogenetic pattern. 

 

As a fractal antenna, DNA interacts with the vacuum/aether (terms 
synonymous in this context with zero point/implicate order/time-space), 
transducing the zero-point energy which interacts with our consciousness. A 
greater interaction between our DNA and the torsion and/or scalar forces in 
the vacuum might equate to expanded consciousness, while a lesser 
interactivity would result in a contracted awareness. Thus, in Brown’s words, 
“certain modular arrangements of DNA would be more conducive to conscious 
awareness.” 
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In the 1990s, a team of Russian linguists led by Dr. Peter Gariaev discovered 
that the genetic code in “junk” DNA obeys uniform grammar and usage rules 
very much like those of human language. It turns out that the “junk” is laden 
with intimations of intelligence, purpose and meaning (a perspective forbidden 
by fundamentalist Darwinism). 
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This ground-breaking research followed Jeff Delrow’s discovery in 1990 that 
the four nucleotides (A, T, G and C) of DNA naturally form fractal structures 
uncannily related to human speech patterns. Within non-coding DNA 
segments, to quote anthropologist Jeremy Narby, scientists have found large 
numbers of “endlessly repeated sequences with no apparent meaning, and 
even palindromes, which are words or sentences which can be read in either 
direction.” 

Human language seems to have emerged from the grammatical and syntactical 
structures within our very DNA—the massive “junk” portion, no less! Hence 
there is no substance to the notion that there was some kind of linear 
progression from the primitive form of pre-linguistic communication in the 
animal kingdom to human language. Instead, it was a quantum leap right out 
of the aether/vacuum/implicate order. 

The Gariaev group’s pioneering DNA research accounts for the power of 
hypnosis (and potentially most other psi phenomena, also referred to as 
“hypercommunication”). One of the basic assumptions made by the Gariaev 
team is that “the genome has a capacity for quasi-consciousness so that DNA 
‘words’ produce and help in the recognition of semantically meaningful 
phrases.” 

Because the structures of DNA base pairs and language are so similar, we can 
alter our own genetics by simply using words and sentences, as has been 
experimentally proven. Live DNA “will always react to language-modulated 
laser rays and even to radio waves, if the proper frequencies are being used. 
This finally and scientifically explains why affirmations, autogenous training, 
hypnosis and the like can have such strong effects of humans and their 
bodies.” 

One of the most famous cases of hypnotically induced genetic alteration was 
documented around 1951 at the Queen Victoria Hospital in West Sussex, 
England. This case involved the cure of Brocq’s disease in a teenage boy. 

His skin, which cracked and bled easily, was dry, hardened and reptile-like. 
Using hypnotic suggestion, anaesthetist and hypnotist Albert A. Mason 
remedied the condition in a matter of weeks—a miracle at the time, since 
Brocq’s disease is a genetic condition, which meant that in eliciting a cure 
Mason had effectively reprogrammed the boy’s genes (which scientists of the 
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time “knew” was impossible). The boy’s hardened skin fell away, exposing soft, 
healthy flesh which remained so thereafter. 

Today we know that by using correct light and sound frequencies—as well as 
words—we can activate some of our mobile DNA to “re-code” certain portions 
of the genome, thus effecting physical transformation at the most 
fundamental biological level. 

Light and Sound Vibration  

During 1984-85, Gariaev made a startling discovery. He found that an in vitro 
DNA sample in a test tube had the ability to attract and harness coherent laser 
light, causing it to spiral along the DNA helix. This alone was an unexpected 
(and paradigm-shifting) discovery, but it was not all. 

After the DNA sample and apparatus were removed, the photons continued to 
spiral as if the DNA were still there. This was dubbed the “DNA phantom 
effect,” and it signified that some “new” scalar/torsion field structure had been 
excited from the vacuum/aether and was entraining the light even in the 
absence of the DNA! 

This effect has been observed to last for up to a month, showing that the new 
field structure possesses remarkable persistence and stability. Even after 
blowing the phantom away with gaseous nitrogen, it returns within eight 
minutes. (Torsion fields are known to be stable and persistent). 

Significantly, Gariaev also remarked that “sound waves radiated by the DNA 
molecules were registered in these experiments,” showing that DNA not only 
absorbs and emits light (as is well established) but radio frequencies and 
phonons as well. 

Our DNA harnesses both sound and light in its moment-by-moment 
operations. But more than this, it “punches holes” in space-time, opening a 
window to the “time domain” of time-space, a sort of parallel reality to ours. 

In the words of Grazyna Fosar and Franz Bludorf, our DNA creates “magnetized 
wormholes” in the fabric of space: “tunnel connections between entirely 
different areas in the universe through which information can be transmitted 
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outside of space and time. The DNA attracts these bits of information and 
passes them on to our consciousness.” 

Most of us know this process as intuition or psychic insight. Ordinary human 
memory also operates on similar principles, since available evidence indicates 
that our memories are stored not in our brains but in aetheric/implicate/time-
space field structures which envelop our bodies (our “auric fields”). 

Various researchers have theorized that the energy occupying time-space 
responsible for these phenomena is twisting or spiraling torsion energy. The 
“magnetized wormholes” mentioned above could also be described as “torsion 
fields” or “vortices.” 

A torsion field is a self-sustaining vortex in the aether which is innately non-
electromagnetic—though it can produce electromagnetic effects such as light. 
By spinning, a vortex can excite photons, or virtual photons, out of the fabric of 
the aether—and static torsion/scalar fields can harness and store light within 
them (as seen in the DNA phantom effect). 

Sol Luckman, co-developer of a sound-based healing technique called 
the Regenetics Method, considers qi, prana and orgone to be light-based 
effects of torsion fields. In his book CONSCIOUS HEALING, Luckman describes 
torsion energy as “universal creative consciousness or subspace energy 
(aether) experiencing itself in time … Torsion Energy in the form of a ‘life-wave’ 
… interfacing with and modifying Potential DNA’s Transposons is the driving 
force behind the evolution of human consciousness and physiology.” 

The research generally credited with the discovery of this “fifth force”—
torsion—was done in the late 1800s by Russian professor N. P. Myshkin. 
Einstein’s colleague Dr. Elie Cartan first coined the term “torsion” in 1913 in 
reference to this force’s twisting movement through the fabric of space-time; 
but his important work was virtually buried by the success of Einstein’s 
theories. 

In the 1950s—the same decade in which James Watson and Francis Crick 
discovered the helical structure of DNA—pioneering Russian scientist Nikolai A. 
Kozyrev proved the existence of this energy, demonstrating that, like time (as 
well as DNA), it flows in a geometric spiral. 

http://www.phoenixregenetics.org/
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Russian scientists are reported to have written thousands of papers on torsion 
energy in the 1990s alone. More recently, award-winning physicist Nassim 
Haramein, along with his colleague Elizabeth A. Rauscher, has reworked 
Einstein’s field equations with the inclusion of torque and coriolis effects. 

Torsion Fields, Mental Intention & Healing 

If your “soul” is, in fact, a torsion field or vortex in the fabric of space (or a 
structure of multiple nested vortices, as described by seers and occultists), 
then your consciousness, by definition, must survive the demise of your 
physical body: it existed in the aether/vacuum/time-space/implicate 
order/zero point field before you ever obtained a body. 

This is exactly the perspective promoted by physicist Fred Alan Wolf, who 
refers to the vacuum of space as “the home of the soul,” from which the 
material world was actually born. 

Interestingly, to cite A.M. Nowak, the work of scientists Gennady Shipov and 
Burkhard Heim “established that torsion generators allowed us not only to 
replicate all ‘phenomena’ demonstrated by so-called ‘psychics,’ but they were 
also able to demonstrate effects that were never demonstrated by any 
‘psychic.’” 

This “transcendent force” that is intrinsically unrestricted by the bounds of our 
space-time (and which, in the form of torsion/scalar waves, effectively 
operates billions of times beyond the speed of light) can account for the well-
documented remote healing phenomena demonstrated in many studies, as 
well as more localized, short-range psychokinetic effects. 

Cell biologist Glen Rein discovered that anger, fear and similar emotions have 
the power to contract the DNA molecule, compressing it. On the other hand, 
emotions such as joy, gratitude and love unwind or decompress DNA exposed 
to them. This effect could be created on samples up to half a mile away from 
the “sender” of the emotion. 

Years earlier in Russia, remote-influence experiments with human targets 
presaged Rein’s results and proved that remote human intention could be 
used to affect physiological and conscious processes in a distant human target, 
as well as to send telepathic messages. 
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In another of Rein’s experiments, those with coherent electrocardiograms 
could wind or unwind DNA samples (not extracted from their own bodies) at 
will, while those with incoherent heart energy could not. Furthermore, in these 
experiments, simply feeling love-based emotions was not enough to affect the 
DNA samples: the intent to alter them had to be present. 

The effect was achieved up to half a mile away in an experiment with Lew 
Childre. Another experiment with Russian healer Valerie Sadyrin replicated the 
effect with Sadyrin stationed thousands of miles away from Rein’s setup in 
California, in Russia. 

These distance experiments indicated that, although coherent electromagnetic 
heart energy does act locally in the body, it also has a non-electromagnetic 
(torsion/scalar) component. This nonlocal aspect appears to entangle healers 
with their “healees” via time-space/aether. Ipso facto, DNA is a “torsion 
antenna,” a biological “bridge” between our local space-time reality and 
nonlocal time-space mirror. 

 

Rein’s research links torsion energy to life-affirming emotions—in particular 
unconditional love, which propels both our individual and collective evolution. 
“Only the love-based emotions,” writes Luckman, “stimulate DNA to 
decompress so that messenger RNA can access codes for healing.” Negative 
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emotional states compress the DNA helix, “severely limiting access to genetic 
information necessary for healing as well as evolution.” 

Sounds like DNA Activation 

We have recently entered into what Dr. Larry Dossey has dubbed “Era III” 
medicine. In Luckman’s view, Era III medicine is concerned with the primacy of 
bioenergetic consciousness in the “sound domain” (time-space/aether) in 
healing and transformation. 

“Era II” medicine, on the other hand, is primarily restricted to mind-body 
interactions in the “light domain” of space-time. Finally, “Era I” medicine was 
and is myopically based solely on physico-chemical considerations—a boon for 
Big Pharma. 

Era III acknowledges that since consciousness is fundamentally nonlocal, not 
only can your thoughts influence your own physiology, but someone else’s as 
well, regardless of distance—as per the aforementioned Russian remote-
influence experiments and Rein’s work. 
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As the Gariaev group has shown, sound and light can be utilized to rewrite the 
genetic code. The group went so far as to be able to turn frog embryos into 
salamander embryos by electronically recording one species’ DNA 
informational patterns and then re-transmitting them to the other species. The 
resulting salamanders could even mate and produce baby salamanders. 

Specific sound frequencies: herein lies the power of Luckman’s DNA activation 
method. Some readers may be aware that our DNA is “tuned” to resonate with 
the ancient Solfeggio scale. According to mathematicians Marko Rodin and 
Victor Showell, this scale constructs the entire universe. 

Dr. Leonard Horowitz, an early pioneer of the Solfeggio, comments that the 
“creationistic dynamics of matter have their source in pure acoustic spirit,” 
which is vividly demonstrated by the work of Dr. Hans Jenny. 

By vibrating a mass of solid particles on a metal plate at certain frequencies, 
Jenny caused the particles to arrange spontaneously into specific geometric 
forms. Alternatively, the vibration of these loose particles suspended in a fluid 
could be seen to create nested geometric figures—the Platonic solids, in point 
of fact. Hence Horowitz’s point about matter being created by “sonic” 
frequencies in the “spiritual” domain. 

Because the ground of reality is fundamentally holographic, it assembles the 
manifest universe fractally in a self-referencing manner in which geometric 
forms—such as the Platonic solids—can be nested within one another. 

By simply utilizing the correct vowel chanting technique—the most important 
ingredient—and a 528-Hertz Solfeggio tuning fork (as detailed in Luckman’s 
latest book POTENTIATE YOUR DNA), apparently some of your mobile genetic 
elements can be activated to harness greater amounts of torsion energy from 
time-space/aether. 

With the Regenetics Method, DNA activation occurs incrementally as one goes 
through the different stages of Potentiation, Articulation, Elucidation and 
Transcension. Potentiation—the first phase—specifically employs the “mi” 
note of 528 Hertz, which has been used by molecular biologists to correct 
genetic defects and is also known simply as “Love Hertz.” 

http://phoenixregenetics.org/resources/solfeggio-tuning-forks
http://phoenixregenetics.org/resources/solfeggio-tuning-forks
http://phoenixregenetics.org/books/potentiate-your-dna
http://phoenixregenetics.org/activations/potentiation
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The transformed octave-based human bioenergy blueprint five months after 
Potentiation. According to this model, at this stage a ninth out-of-place 

vortex above the eight vortex/chakra above the head has descended and 
“sealed” and energy drain in the second centre referred to esoterically as the 

“fragmentary body”. The result is a balanced octave of eight 
vortices/chakras. (Image credit: Sol Luckman, CONSCIOUS HEALING.) 

The result of the total process of the Regenetics Method—which unfolds over 
27 months—is a gentle and progressive kundalini awakening and healing of the 
physical, mental, emotional and spiritual bodies/layers of the psyche (see 
figure at left). 

Based on many testimonials, often allergies disappear, old injuries repair, 
serious diseases vanish, the body detoxifies, emotional baggage is purged, and 
a sense of peace and well-being develop. Some people can even begin to sense 
their fundamental interconnectedness with creation, a development that 
reaches its fullest fruition with the completion of the final stage, after the 
prefrontal lobes in the brain have been awakened through Elucidation. 

For my part, immediately following my own Potentiation, I noticed my 
damaged rotator cuffs felt subtly different. Within a few weeks, they had 
improved very significantly. Seven months later, I experienced virtually no pain 
in them and could comfortably lie on my side to sleep at night—something I 
had not been able to do for about twelve years previously, no matter how 
positive I tried to be or how determined I was to heal them myself. 

Before doing my own Potentiation, even swinging my arms back and forth 
across my chest caused sharp, stabbing pains in my shoulders—but no more. 
After several months I also experienced a spontaneous detoxification process 
(primarily through my sinuses), and my food allergies show signs of 
disappearing. 

With DNA acting like a tuning fork and resonating with the vowel chanting and 
528-Hertz Solfeggio frequency, the “errors” in the sonic torsion field blueprints 
(in time-space, or the sound domain) for our biology are corrected. At the 
biological level, jumping DNA shifts to “rewrite” the gene code for the better, 
as previously dormant codons are switched on—while others may be switched 
off—in order to improve healing mechanisms, and so on. 

http://www.phoenixregenetics.org/books/conscious-healing
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Consciousness researcher Stephen Linsteadt has reported that, at the 528-
Hertz frequency, “the clustered water molecules that surround and support 
the DNA structure form a perfect six-sided hexagon”—meaning that you are 
apparently generating your own internal cymatic effect as you perform your 
Potentiation! 

 

“In theory,” writes Horowitz, “phase-locking your body to [the 528-Hertz] 
frequency sends the most powerful healing energy in the universe to your 
DNA’s amino acid sequence, which vibrates in a glycoprotein matrix of 
structured water [which] depends heavily on [this] frequency not just for its 
physical structure but also for its bioelectrical and bioacoustic functions.” 

A New Kind of Human? 

Microbiologist Colm Kelleher has studied “junk” DNA for years. He states that 
transposons are known to be engines of evolution, explaining that the most 
plausible mechanism for initiating a rapid, large-scale change in physical 
structure—even the emergence of a new species—is a “simultaneous 
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transposition burst.” He speculates that similar mechanisms might also be 
involved in a “kundalini experience.” 

 

Kundalini—a real physical energy—has always been held in high esteem by 
mystics and seers because of its ability to awaken higher consciousness and 
vivify and restore the physical body. It also upgrades the bioenergy system. 

The principal function of kundalini in occult development is reputedly to pass 
through the chakras and energize them so that they bring astral experiences 
into physical consciousness. An enhancement of the chakras naturally has 
positive physical effects, as the etheric body (where the chakras are located) is 
an energetic counterpart to the physical body and, in fact, is considered to be 
of the “physical” density in its own right (unlike astral, mental, or spiritual 
energies). 

Theoretical physicist Amit Goswami states in PHYSICS OF THE SOUL that the 
raising of kundalini seems to unleash the dormant capacities of consciousness 
for making new representations of the vital (etheric) body onto the physical 
body. “There is evidence,” he writes. “People in whom kundalini has risen and 
been properly integrated undergo extraordinary bodily changes (for example, 
the development of nodules on the body that [form] the figure of a serpent).” 

Kundalini experiencers also often describe an incredible white light enveloping 
their consciousness—as the plasma-like kundalini rises up the spine and 
explodes into the head and crown chakra. The result in the moment is often a 
state of expansive bliss. 
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One salient point to any researcher of these topics has to be that there are 
elements in the aftermath of DNA and kundalini activation that are quite 
similar to those reported in near-death experience (NDE). 

Aside from biophysical alterations (an effect shared by all groups), many near-
death experiencers (NDEers) have reported that they feel a deeper sense of 
connectedness with all things, higher levels of empathy, decreased 
competitiveness and egotism, elimination of the fear of death, and a greater 
sense of peace and contentment. 

The spontaneous resolution or disappearance of serious diseases and allergies 
falls under the category of biophysical transformation, which is correlated with 
kundalini awakening as well as DNA activation. Similarly, NDEer Mellen-
Thomas Benedict, for example, had an inoperable brain tumor prior to his 90-
minute NDE. Post-NDE, his cancer was simply gone: it had vanished. 

Quite often NDEers also find that their psychic faculties are put into 
overdrive—whether they like it or not! In TRANSFORMED BY THE LIGHT, Dr. 
Cherie Sutherland offers the case studies of fifty Australian NDEers, one of 
whom reported that post-NDE it was possible to telepathically pick up on the 
internal monologues of people around—totally unintentionally. 

Dr. Kenneth Ring hypothesised in the 1990s that NDEers undergo a kundalini 
awakening, and he marshaled some impressive evidence in support of this 
notion in THE OMEGA PROJECT. 

We might speculate whether the NDE can also spontaneously precipitate the 
sealing of the “Fragmentary Body” (an energy defect theorized to exist in the 
second chakra) by revealing to people their true nature as immortal “spirit” or 
infinite consciousness. Understanding that they are an integral part of the 
cosmos, NDEers might find their “separation consciousness”—as well as other 
personal issues around self-loathing and guilt—simply healed. 

Certainly, the experience of contacting a force of cosmic love, compassion and 
total, unconditional acceptance is powerfully healing for many NDEers. 
Perhaps not surprisingly, many NDEers find that they spontaneously develop 
powerful healing faculties—even to the extent that they give up their old 
careers to become energy healers. 
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This suggests the activation of previously dormant sections of DNA involved in 
the transmission and mediation of electromagnetic energy and torsion forces. 
In 1996 Kelleher cloned a stretch of human DNA from activated human T-cells 
and found it to consist of a tandem array of transposon sequences “arranged 
like beads on a string.” 

This was the perfect structure that he had envisioned for accomplishing “a 
large-scale speciation-type change.” Kelleher predicts that people who have 
undergone NDEs or have meditated for long periods “should have a higher 
transcriptional level of this transposon cassette.” 

NDE case studies seem to support this contention. Many NDEers appear to 
represent a new kind of human being: one not just more metaphysically aware 
than the “average” person, but one who is also more “switched on,” 
genetically and psychically. Overall, NDEers seem to show an unusually high 
level of intuitive activation, not unlike kundalini-awakened individuals. 

Speculative Conclusions & Visions for the Future 

In 2003 the Encyclopedia of DNA Elements (“Encode”) genome research 
project was launched. Pooling the resources of over 400 scientists over thirty-
two laboratories throughout the UK, US, Spain, Singapore, and Japan, the 
Encode project is the largest research project into the human genome yet 
conducted. 

In September, 2012, after analyzing all three billion pairs of genetic code 
comprising our DNA, scientists from the project confirmed that far more of it is 
biologically active than had been widely believed. In fact, eighty percent of our 
DNA is performing a specific function, confirming that most non-protein-coding 
“junk” DNA is not junk at all. 

Perhaps more importantly, in the context of the foregoing discussion, these 
scientists also identified four million “switch genes,” which are sections of DNA 
that control when genes are switched on or off in cells. These can even be a 
long way from the actual gene they control (in an uncoiled DNA strand). 

Many switches are linked to changes in risk levels for various diseases and 
disorders. We have the field of epigenetics to thank for proving that local 
environmental triggers (including stress) are ultimately more important in 
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determining the activation or silencing of certain genes—and therefore our 
biological health—than inherent genetic defects (which account only for about 
five percent of all diseases). 

It is only logical to conclude that mobile DNA elements/transposons—
comprising as much as half of our “junk” DNA—are involved in mediating the 
functions of at least some of these four million “switch genes.” 

In addition, mobile DNA (with possibly satellite DNA as well) appears to 
interface with our consciousness in the aetheric realm of time-space. This 
means that Era III, “metagenetic” modalities such as the Regenetics Method—
where the facilitator can be located thousands of miles from the recipient—
can be effective in influencing genetic expression regardless of healer-healee 
proximity. In the time-space domain occupied by consciousness, distance is 
meaningless. 

Thanks to the innovative work of researchers in fields as diverse as shamanism, 
epigenetics, thanatology, psychiatry, molecular biology, hypnosis, kinesiology, 
occultism and more, we may have identified four major ways to activate our 
latent jumping DNA to effect dramatic personal transformation and even 
conscious evolution: hypnosis, DNA activation with vowel chants and Solfeggio 
frequencies, kundalini awakening, and NDEs. 

This is to say nothing of astrophysical processes which can influence planetary 
microbiology, and over which we as individuals seemingly have little control—a 
subject we lack space for here. 

With the extinction of bottom-up Darwinian “DNA primacy,” we can and must 
relinquish the moribund notion that our genetic inheritance is a done deal 
which we can no more change than the Earth’s orbital pathway around the 
Sun. 

The various lines of research discussed herein reveal that in using vowels and 
targeted light and sound frequencies to deliberately change our genetic 
expression in a controlled fashion, we can also change our consciousness—and 
vice versa. 

We can change our consciousness and, in turn, alter genetic expression (more 
or less permanently). No longer can a human be conceived of as a powerless 
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Darwinian “meat computer” at the mercy of the random forces of “natural 

selection.”                            Reklem-Adverts to follow 
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